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Abstract 
Two experiments employing the visual world paradigm were conducted to investigate 
whether morpheme is a valid processing unit in Chinese speech comprehension and 
how meanings are accessed when a single character can map onto different 
morphemes. Experiment 1 was conducted on 2-character words that start with an 
ambiguous character (e.g. “教師’’;“教” can mean "education" or "religion"). Results 
showed that the dominant meaning of an ambiguous character was more activated 
than the subordinate meaning initially (though both were more activated than the 
unrelated control) and activation started well before its acoustic offset. This pattern 
was interpreted as reflecting an incremental speech processing in Chinese which maps 
the minimal acoustic features onto the morpheme with higher frequency. Experiment 
2 attached a biasing context before the same set of 2-character words and found that 
the context-fit meaning was more highly activated relative to the control condition. 
Moreover, stronger contextual bias produced faster and higher target activation before 
target onset. Implications of prior context on meaning access in speech 
comprehension are discussed. Finally, results in the two experiments are related to 
more general issues of morpheme representation, ambiguity resolutions and the 
interactivity of language system. Briefly stated, the validity of a morpheme level of 
representation is confirmed and ambiguity resolution in processing spoken Chinese is 
accomplished through a highly interactive system that takes all information available 
into consideration. 
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Introduction 
Language, an extraordinary communication system exclusively utilized by 
human, has always been the focus of cognitive research, as it clearly underscores an 
important aspect of how an "intelligent creature" behaves. The underlying structures 
and mechanisms supporting language use are believed to have a strong innate 
component, as evidenced by the fact that despite the variability in the exact 
manifestation, languages can be observed in all cultures and ethnicities. The atypical 
situation in which pidgin merged through natural interaction between speakers from 
different language background also provides important insights to the innateness of 
language ability (Whitney, 1998). Similarly, children can leam their native language 
through normal interaction with other people, without the strict need of normal 
coaching. According to Arbib (2005) and Corballis (2003), this "language machine" 
is the product of over one hundred thousand years of evolution. During the course of 
this evolution, our ancestors extended their communication system from protosign to 
protospeech, which are still relatively restricted, to a full blown mature speech system 
having properties like discreteness, productivity and arbitrariness. 
In speech, the nature of discreteness is especially interesting, when we 
acknowledge the discrepancy between the subjective ease to extract discrete lexical 
units during conversation and the truth that they are not marked physically in the 
continuous wave form of speech. Researchers studying European languages with 
alphabetic scripts have proposed different models explaining the processes through 
which lexical items are recognized in speech (e.g., Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 2002; 
Marslen-Wilson & Welsh，1978; McClelland & Elman，1986; Norris, 1994; Norris, 
McQueen, & Cutler, 2000). Most models have incorporated a general processing 
strategy, namely the generation of a cohort set of lexical candidates, followed by 
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subsequent elimination of mismatched candidates. However, it is not known whether 
the same principle also operates in a non-European language with logographic script 
like Chinese, or whether the base of cohort generation is still phonemes since syllable 
is considered to be a more dominant phonological unit in Chinese (Chen & Yip，2001; 
McBride-Chang, Bialystok, Chong, & Li，2004). One major goal of the present study 
is to investigate the general processing mechanism in Chinese speech. 
Given the ultimate goal of language is to communicate, the second language 
property, productivity, which refers to the unlimited combination of basic meaningful 
units to express an infinite number of ideas, has also been an important research 
question related to the basic meaningful units in speech. Whilst some researchers 
asserted that lexical units are recognized via morphemes (e.g., Meunier & Segui, 1999; 
Taft, 1994; Taft, Hambly, & Kinoshita, 1986)，others have provided evidence for a 
postlexical locus of morphemic effect (Greber & Frauenfelder，1999; Zwitserlood, 
2004). The controversy is also valid, and perhaps more serious, in a morphosyllabic 
language like Chinese, since the close correspondence between a morpheme and 
syllable has made it difficult to separate the two effects. Indeed, Zwitserlood (2004) 
speculated that morpheme-syllable linkage might account for the apparent early 
morphemic effect observed in previous studies (Meunier & Segui，1999; Taft, 1994; 
Taft, et al., 1986). The issue was yet to be settled. Resolving the issue by providing 
new empirical evidence from an innovative visual world paradigm with high temporal 
resolution (e.g., Allopenna, Magnuson & Tanenhaus，1998; Dahan & Tanenhaus， 
2004; Dahan, Magnuson & Tanenhaus，2001; Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, 1996; 
Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard & Sedivy，1995) is the second goal of this 
study. 
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Finally, the arbitrary assignment of ideas to linguistic units creates the third 
question, that is, morphemic ambiguity (Wong, 2000). In Chinese, very often the 
same character can map on different morphemes (i.e., having entirely different 
meanings) when it is paired with different characters to form multi-character words. 
For example, the character “教” can mean education/ teaching in “教Sjf ’ (teacher) and 
religion in “教堂” (church). Understanding the time course of how the different 
meanings are activated with the use of visual world paradigm is the last goal of the 
current study. 
The following sections will elaborate each of the three issues in more details. 
Then the visual world paradigm will be introduced. Finally, two experiments 
conducted to explore the three issues will be reported. 
Lexical access in speech comprehension 
Speech recognition is perhaps one of the best illustrations of how active the 
human cognitive system is: Unlike visual word processing, in which all the features of 
a word are simultaneously available in the visual field, a spoken word only reveals its 
identity as time passes. In principle, a person can delay lexical access until enough 
acoustic information is gathered for unambiguous identification of the word. 
However, empirical evidence showed that it is not the case. Instead, we are actively 
involved in spoken word recognition, making use of every piece of acoustic 
information obtained to refine the relative activation level of representations in the 
whole lexical network (e.g., Allopenna et al.，1998; Marslen-Wilson & Zwitserlood, 
1989; Warren & Marslen-Wilson, 1987). Recognition of the lexical item succeeds 
when the acoustic information collected is sufficient to constrain above-threshold 
activation to one lexical unit only. 
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As Marslen-Wilson and Warren (1994) pointed out, the afore mentioned 
processing principles have received general consensus among proponents of different 
speech recognition models. The controversy is indeed on the exact implementation of 
these principles, both in the form of representations and the processes involved. For 
instance, the classical cohort model (Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978) assumes that 
upon perceiving the word initial, a candidate set sharing the initial acoustic 
information will be activated. After this initial cohort activation, the second stage 
involves the deactivation of originally active members that mismatch with the later 
acoustic information obtained in the speech signal. For example, when hearing the 
sound "bi", "beat", "beaker" and "beetle" will all be activated initially, until further 
speech signals deactivate any of them due to mismatch. When only one member is 
retained during the deactivation process in the second stage, spoken word recognition 
is achieved. 
While McClelland and Elman's TRACE model (1986) also maintained a 
similar first stage cohort generation and second stage elimination, they proposed a 
more interactive mechanism for the inclusion of candidates in the cohort. Acoustic 
information later than word onset is also believed to be able to excite additional 
lexicons into the cohort. To be short, according to TRACE, spoken word recognition 
is a process in which the listener undergoes multiple cycles of cohort candidate 
activation and elimination until at some point (isolation point) one candidate remains 
highly active while other lexicons are deactivated below the recognition threshold. 
This structure produces a much more flexible system to tolerate minor onset mismatch 
that would otherwise lead to a complete failure of word recognition in the classical 
cohort model (Allopenna et al.，1998). 
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Despite the apparent success of TRACE in simulating human performance 
during speech recognition (e.g., Allopenna et al.，1998 McClelland, 1991)，the model 
has been criticized on its computation. Norris and colleagues (Norris, 1994; Norris et 
al., 2000)，for example, have questioned the necessity of a feedback mechanism 
inherent to TRACE; in the model, three levels of representation, including feature, 
phoneme and word, constitute an interactive network with feedback from higher level 
to constrain activations at lower levels. Summarizing a number of evidence, Norris 
and colleagues proposed that feedback does not really aid recognition as expected. 
This motivated them to develop the Shortlist model (Norris, 1994)，which is a pure 
bottom-up model that performs at least equally well as TRACE but with a simpler 
structure. At the same time, Marslen-Wilson and Warren (1994) posed a serious 
challenge on the basic architecture of TRACE model. They rejected the need for an 
intervening phonemic layer between the feature level and word level. Instead, they 
asserted that a model with lexical units being "directly accessed by featural 
information extracted from the speech signal" (p. 672) is a better solution to account 
for the continuous updating property of speech recognition. Results obtained in four 
experiments were consistent with their claim, which formed the basis for their 
distributed cohort model (Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1999; 2002). 
Whether the proposal of Marslen-Wilson and Warren (1994) will survive or 
the general mechanism of TRACE (McClelland & Elman, 1986) will eventually find 
a way out is a question awaiting further investigation. In any case, however, the 
models assume humans to be highly sensitive to fine-grained acoustic-phonetic 
information in spoken word access. It is a reasonable assumption since acoustic 
analysis is likely to be a basic perceptual ability universal to different groups of 
people (just as horizontal and vertical lines are the basic units for reading different 
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scripts). Therefore, in this study, we predict that Chinese readers will also show a 
continuous mapping of acoustic information onto the lexical networks during speech 
recognition, even though the phonological structure of Chinese is very different from 
that in European languages with alphabetic script (Chen & Yip，2001; McBride-
Chang et al.，2004; Parkard, 2000), the language upon which most spoken word 
recognition models were built] 
Morphemic processing in Chinese 
Our prediction of a similar acoustic analysis system as found in alphabetic 
language when comprehending spoken word does not preclude any possible effects 
created by the uniqueness of Chinese speech, such as the salience of syllables. In fact, 
as will be described in more detail, we believe that the unique morpho-syllabic 
structure in Chinese has a profound impact on speech recognition. 
While Marslen-Wilson and Warren (1994) focused on the input side of the 
lexical access, the opposite side, namely the product of this lexical access process, is 
another important question to be answered before a full understanding of speech 
comprehension mechanism can be achieved. In previous proposals on alphabetic 
language (Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson，2002; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh，1978; 
McClelland & Elman, 1986; Norris, 1994; Norris, et al., 2000)，lexical activation is in 
the form of whole word access: Initial acoustic information generates cohorts of 
words, which are also the units for successive disambiguation by acoustic signal. 
Similarly, Packard (1999) had argued for a "word" level involvement during Chinese 
speech processing because he believed that listeners simply would not be benefited by 
any intermediate sublexical units unless they possess an "unwieldy and costly" (as he 
1 Briefly stated, the researchers argued that syllable, rather than phoneme, is the primary phonological 
units that Chinese readers show sensitivity to. 
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claimed, p. 91) online integration algorithm. Packard's idea, although 
argumentatively sound, was inconsistent with the large amount of empirical evidence 
demonstrating the relevance of a sublexical unit termed morpheme during Chinese 
processing (e.g., Zhang & Peng，1992; Zhou, Marsle-Wilson, Taft, & Shu，1999). 
Unfortunately, Packard provided neither an explanation of how his proposal can 
accommodate these findings, nor evidence contradictory to the morphemic effect 
observed . Also, it is unclear why a system demanding online integration of a basic 
meaningful unit (morpheme) will be costly, given the fact that integration of meaning 
is simply the essential component for people to comprehend. 
Issues about morphemic involvement are especially interesting in Chinese 
because unlike English, in which morphemes are of different physical sizes (e.g., "in-
，，，"-s and “-able，，，etc...), every morpheme in Chinese corresponds precisely to a 
single character orthographically, and a syllable phonologically^. For example, the 
idea unit "one" is written as “一” and pronounced as "jatl" (Cantonese dialect). 
Moreover, compounding two or more of these basic morphemic units constitutes 45% 
-80% of the whole pool of Chinese words (Chen, 1992; Peng, Liu, & Wang，1999)， 
among which many have their meanings cued by the morpheme like “一次” (once), 
“一天” (one day) and “唯一” (the only one). This strong structural linkage between 
morphemes and whole words may have a significant impact on lexical access. Indeed, 
researchers did observe a strong morphemic effect in lexical processing using 
different experimental paradigms. In clinical setting, Law (2004) reported a case 
study of a patient (KCM) with left cerebral artery infarct. A significant portion of 
2 Packard (1999) did quote some studies, specifically those by Zhou and Marslen-Wilson (1994; 1995), 
which he claimed to be arguing against morpheme effect. However, to us, their results appear to 
suggest a whole-word representation over and above morpheme, rather than entirely rejecting ideas 
about morphemic effect. 
3 There are a small number of morphemes that are made up of two characters. An example is “御蛛” 
(spider). 
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KCM's reading errors involved morpheme substitution (e.g., “青f叔” cenglziul, 
"green pepper" was read as “辣椒” laat6ziul "chili pepper"). 
In the laboratory, priming is one of the most widely employed procedures in 
tackling the issue. Zhou et al. (1999) suggested that a morphological prime (e.g., “華 
麗,，magnificent) can facilitate recognition of the subsequent target word (e.g. “華貴” 
luxurious) more than when the prime shares only the orthographic form (e.g. “華人” 
Chinese) with the target. Taft, Liu and Zhu (1999) also reported a number of similar 
results in their review of the morpheme effect. 
Another popular strategy adopted by researchers investigating the morphemic 
effect is to manipulate morpheme properties such as frequency, while simultaneously 
controlling these factors at the whole word level (Taft et al., 1999). Then any 
difference in the behavioral data obtained can only be attributed to the properties 
manipulated at the morpheme level. Using this strategy, Zhang and Peng (1992) 
discovered that two-character words were recognized faster when both constituent 
morphemes were of a high frequency than when only one was, even though whole 
word frequency was matched. A similar morphemic frequency effect was also 
observed by Peng et al. (1999). 
However, evidence showing the morphemic effects was not left uncriticized 
(e.g., Greber & Frauenfelder，1999; Zwitserlood，2004). Controversy rested mainly 
on whether the paradigm could reveal true early morpheme mediation during lexical 
access. Greber and Frauenfelder (1999) had warned researchers about the necessity 
of an online measurement with high temporal resolution. They expressed their worry 
that previous studies obtaining a morpheme effect might have been contaminated with 
postlexical influence. This would undermine the strong claim of morpheme 
mediation route. We agree with their concern and believe that the visual world 
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paradigm developed by Tanenhaus and his colleagues can provide the temporal 
resolution needed to test the issue critically (details of the paradigm will be described 
later). If a morpheme level analysis really operates before the whole word is accessed, 
then the paradigm should show sensitivity to individual morphemes immediately 
when it is perceived. 
Moreover, we agreed with Zwitserlood's (2004) in that the morpheme effect 
may in fact be attributable to cues of syllable boundary. Fortunately, a very 
interesting property of Chinese morpheme can help resolve the concern. In Chinese, 
very often the same character (same syllable) can be mapped onto different meanings 
(morphemes). For example, “教” (gaau3) can mean either "education" in ‘‘教師，， 
(gaau3sil, teacher) or "religion" in “教堂” (gaau3tong4, church). The syllabic 
information will be exactly the same in the two words. If morpheme does matter 
beyond syllable boundary, following the logic of Taft et al. (1999)，manipulating the 
relative frequency of the two morphemes should affect recognition speed even when 
the whole word frequency is matched. This manipulation is also important to 
disentangle real morphemic mediation and Packard's (1999) claim of cohort 
generation based on whole words. According to Packard, any differential activation 
among the members in the cohort (“教師” and “教堂”）upon hearing the first syllable 
(“教’，）should originate from characteristics of the whole word. Given that whole 
word frequency is matched in our experiment, any difference observed will instead 
support morphemic involvement. 
Semantic ambiguity at the morpheme level 
Besides offering an opportunity to test for morphemic involvement, the 
property of mapping character/syllable onto different morphemes is by itself another 
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important issue in Chinese processing. The one-to-many (character-to-morpheme) 
mapping is not simply rare exceptional cases, even though ambiguity is usually left 
unnoticed in daily language use. When we acknowledge the fact that about half of the 
compound words in Chinese are formed from combining the 125 most commonly 
used characters (Chen, 1996)，it is not surprising to leam that many of the characters 
have multiple meanings in order to express the large amount of ideas language users 
have. Understanding the processes involved in retrieving the meaning of the 
ambiguous characters is crucial to develop models about comprehension. Although 
very often one meaning in the character will be especially highly frequent, dominating 
over other less frequent meanings, what meaning a character is actually referring to 
will depend on the context character it is attached to. In the example of “教，，，one will 
never know its meaning unless it forms words as in “教師” (teacher) and “教堂，， 
(church). The meaning frequency effect and context dependency are analogous to the 
sensitivity to relative dominance and contextual information during resolution of 
lexical ambiguity (e.g., Duffy, Morris, & Rayner，1988; Hogaboam & Perfetti, 1975; 
Rayner & Duffy, 1986; Simpson, 1981; Swinney, 1979; Vu, Kellas, & Paul，1998). 
Below we will propose studying meaning retrieval in ambiguous Chinese characters 
within the framework of lexical ambiguity resolution developed in alphabetic 
languages. 
Although analytically, it is quite clear that meaning dominance and contextual 
constraints are two critical factors in lexical ambiguity resolution, researchers are in 
vigorous debate about exactly how the factors are involved. One major controversy 
rests on whether the initial access of lexical semantic is governed by the interaction 
between the two factors, or it is simply a modular process affected by lexical property 
only. Advocates of the modular view include Swinney, who proposed the exhaustive 
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access model (Onifer & Swinney，1981; Swinney, 1979), claiming that all meanings 
of an ambiguous word are activated upon initial encounter. Swinney obtained 
confirmatory evidence from cross-modal priming, in which participants were 
presented with a spoken sentence that ended with an ambiguous word. Facilitation in 
responding to the subsequently appearing visual probe was obtained, irrespective of 
whether the probe was consistent with the dominant or subordinate meaning of the 
ambiguous word at sentence end. Facilitation to context inappropriate meaning only 
disappeared when the probe was delayed for 250 ms, a time that was argued to be 
necessary for context to take effect. Similarly, Hogaboam and Perfetti (1975) also 
argued for modularity in their ordered access model, albeit in a different form. They 
abandoned the idea of simultaneously assessing all meanings. Instead, according to 
their model, how the different meanings are activated is entirely dependent on their 
relative dominance. The most dominant meaning will always be activated first, 
followed by a late integration with context. The second most frequent meaning will 
only be retrieved if integration with the first fails. Subsequent meaning activation 
goes on similarly until integration succeeds. 
In contrast to modular view of lexical semantic retrieval, the selective access 
model (Simpson, 1981; Tabossi, 1988) maintains that ambiguity resolution is a highly 
interactive process in which context can exert absolute influence: Only the context 
appropriate meaning, regardless of its dominance, will be activated even at the very 
first moment. Yet, the extreme position of null meaning frequency effect has put 
selective access on a difficulty: How to accommodate the meaning frequency effect 
that was repeatedly obtained in other studies? Other researchers therefore take a less 
radical view and incorporate effects from both factors into their models. Examples 
include the reordered access model proposed by Duffy et al. (1988). Similar to 
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ordered access, Duffy et al. also proposed an activation ladder of different meanings 
as ranked by their relative dominance. However, it is also similar to exhaustive 
access in that the different meanings are activated simultaneously rather than one-by-
one. According to Duffy et al , interactivity is achieved through postulating a 
rearrangement of the rankings among different meanings by the contextual 
information. Subordinate meanings can be "boosted" to attain a higher activation 
level, although the maximum activation is still bound by the most dominant one 
(Duffy et al., 1988; but see Rayner, Binder, & Duffy，1999 for the absence of such a 
constraint). 
Ambiguity resolution in Chinese morphemes represents meaning retrieval on 
the smallest scale: An ambiguous morpheme can be disambiguated not only by a 
sentence context but also by another morpheme. Whether the resolution at morpheme 
level is also governed by meaning frequency and context effect in lexical ambiguity 
resolution is the third question addressed in this study. Given the enormous amount 
of data arguing against a simple modular view (e.g., Duffy et al., 1988; Kambe, 
Rayner, & Duffy，2001; Vu et al., 1998)，we also hypothesize an interactive pattern in 
resolving ambiguity in Chinese morphemes. This hypothesis was tested in two 
experiments with the visual world paradigm. Experiment 1 examined the effect of 
meaning dominance in retrieving the appropriate meaning for the first morpheme in 
two-character words like“教自帀” (teacher) and “教堂” (church). In these cases, there 
is no prior constraint and the disambiguating context is located at the second character. 
Prior sentence contexts were added to the same words in Experiment 2 to study its 
interaction, if any, with relative dominance upon hearing the first ambiguous 
morpheme. 
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The next section will describe the visual world paradigm in more detail, 
including its theoretical base and how it operates and provides informative data. 
Visual world paradigm 
The basic theoretical ground for the visual world paradigm can be traced back 
to Cooper's work (1974), in which participants simultaneously saw a display 
containing several objects and heard a prose passage mentioning the objects. 
Although the participants were not explicitly requested to look at the objects during 
listening to the speech signal, results indeed suggested that their fixation on a 
particular object was closely time-locked to the onset of acoustic signal related to the 
meaning of that object. While Cooper's work did not produce immediate impact on 
the research of speech comprehension, Tanenhaus and colleagues (Dahan & 
Tanenhaus, 2004; Tanenhaus & Spivey-Knowlton，1996; Tanenhaus et al., 1995) 
recently employed the same idea and developed in more detail a visual world 
paradigm with high temporal sensitivity to online speech processing. The general 
procedures of their experiments include presenting their participants with a matrix 
containing four objects and four geometrical shapes. The objects in the display could 
have a particular relationship in order to reveal the issue of interest. For example, in 
Allopenna et al. (1998), objects with names sharing the same onset (e.g., "beaker" and 
"beetle") were put in the same display to investigate whether words with the same 
onset are initially co-activated and indistinguishable as both the cohort model and the 
TRACE model propose. Participants' eye movement pattern on the display was 
recorded as they performed tasks on the spoken target heard such as clicking it and 
moving it to another location (Allopenna et al., 1998) or simply as they passively 
listened to the target (Altmann & Kamide, 1999). Irrespective of the exact tasks used, 
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results generally confirmed the validity of the paradigm in reflecting the time course 
of lexical activation of the heard item. Such activation is a genuine lexical event upon 
processing the speech signal, involving conceptual information of the target, rather 
than simply matching a pre-activated phonological form with the incoming acoustic 
signals (Dahan & Tanenhaus，2005; Huettig & Altmann, 2005). 
Employing the paradigm, different issues about speech recognition had been 
studied. For example, Dahan et al. (2001) investigated the time course of frequency 
effect in spoken word recognition. They found a higher activation level for words 
with higher frequency at the earliest possible moment, ruling out a postlexical 
decision bias interpretation. In another line of studies, researchers (Altmann & 
Kamide, 1999; Kamide, Altmann, & Haywood，2003) were interested in the effects of 
sentential constraints. Results indicated that the context effect was so strong that even 
a single verb could affect the activation level of the subsequent noun. For example, 
activation of "cake" rose much more quickly following the verb "eat" than "move", 
presumably because typically people think of a cake as edible rather than movable. In 
short, the paradigm had been demonstrated to be sensitive to both frequency 
information and contextual constraints. In these studies, the delay before making the 
first fixation on the target and the fixation proportion on different objects at a given 
time window are the major dependent variables analyzed. Both variables are assumed 
to reflect the activation level of the target relative to other distracters in the display. 
Therefore, the present study was designed to analyze these data to evaluate the 
dominance and context effects. 
The employment of the visual world paradigm in studying the three issues of 
Chinese spoken word processing has several advantages over the traditional approach. 
First, the paradigm makes use of natural human tendency to look at the object in the 
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visual field that is simultaneously heard. As eye movements are continuous and fast, 
this technique provides the high temporal resolution necessary to study effect of 
acoustic features. The second advantage lies on the ease of interpretation of any 
difference observed. By a simple linking hypothesis (Allopenna et al.，1998)，the 
activation level of a specific lexical unit can be inferred directly from the fixation data. 
Any difference between the activation levels of high and low frequency morpheme 
will be revealed as differences in the fixation proportion on the pictures representing 
the meanings. Finally, the paradigm allows continuous monitoring of the relative 
activation levels of different meanings over the whole time course of word 
recognition. This is much more natural than the priming procedure which requires a 
manipulation of stimulus-onset-asynchrony (SOA) to reveal changes over time. This 
provides the best way to test the assumption of multiple-meaning activation 
embedded in reordered access model without the need to use an unnatural probe task 
as suggested by Vu and Kellas (1999), who criticized Rayner, Duffy and their 
colleagues (e.g.，Duffy et al., 1988; Rayner & Duffy，1986; Rayner & Frazier，1989) 
for employing a reading comprehension task which has high external validity, but 
lacks a critical test for the exhaustive activation assumption. 
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Experiment 1 
With the high temporal resolution and the previously demonstrated sensitivity 
towards frequency and contextual factors, the visual world paradigm is well suited to 
investigate the three Chinese speech processing issues of interest outlined above, 
namely sensitivity to acoustic features, morphemic involvement and ambiguity 
resolution at the morpheme level. Experiment 1 examined the issues in the simplest 
form using two-character words containing an initial ambiguous character like “教” 
and a succeeding disambiguating contextual character like “師” or “堂，，.Participants 
were presented with a visual display containing several objects when they heard the 
spoken two-character word and decided whether the word referred to one of the 
objects in the display. Comparing the time course of activation of the different 
meanings of the ambiguous characters would reveal information about how the 
appropriate meaning was retrieved. Any difference between the dominant and 
subordinate conditions upon perceiving the first character would be solid evidence of 
the morphemic involvement, as everything else, including syllable, were exactly the 
same between conditions. Finally, if participants could distinguish the character 
actually heard from unrelated controls having different onsets right at the beginning of 
the speech signal, they were showing the ability to utilize the finest acoustic 
information (phonemes) to eliminate mismatched members in their candidate set, as 
the targets and distracters shared no phoneme from the onset to the end. 
Method 
Participants 
Twenty undergraduates at The Chinese University of Hong Kong volunteered 
to participate in the experiment for partial fulfillment of an introductory psychology 
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course or financial compensation. All of them were native Cantonese speakers with 
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Informed consent was obtained from all 
participants. Full-debriefings were delivered after experiment end. 
Materials 
All experimental items were two-character word pairs sharing the same first 
character but having different meanings as determined by the second character. More 
importantly, they were all concrete nouns that could be clearly represented by pictures 
required for the visual world paradigm. After a page-by-page search from a local 
dictionary, 36 pairs of such words were prepared. The items in this set were rated on 
a 7-point Likert scale for meaning frequency, whole word familiarity, and 
distinctiveness between the dominant and subordinate meanings by an independent 
group of 20 participants. Finally, 16 pairs were chosen so that the difference in 
meaning frequency between the two meanings was significant {t (30) = 13.11,/? < .01) 
and whole word familiarity was balanced {t (30) = 0.16，n.s.). The average 
distinctiveness of the two meanings was equal to 2.39 and was close to the end 
"entirely distinct". This set of stimuli was used to construct experimental trials, each 
comprising of three items: The ambiguous pairs plus an "unrelated distracter". Either 
the dominant or subordinate item served as the target of a trial. Two lists were 
constructed so that for each ambiguous pair, the dominant item would be the target in 
one list and the subordinate target would be in the other list. Half of the experimental 
items in a list used the dominant target while the other half used the subordinate sense. 
This arrangement avoided presenting the same visual display repeatedly to the same 
participant. The "unrelated distracters" were the ambiguous item in other trials to 
eliminate any confounding due to the baseline activation level between the target and 
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the distracter in a specific trial. Each picture has the chance to be the distracter across 
all trials in all lists so that effect due to repetition of picture could be balanced. 
Another set of 16 two-character items, which started with an unambiguous 
character (e.g., “電話” telephone), was constructed to act as fillers to prevent 
participants noticing the ambiguous nature of the true targets and generating strategic 
processing. Each filler item was matched on familiarity rating with an experimental 
item (e.g., “電話” matched with “教師”).Lists were constructed in a similar fashion 
as the experimental items and were added to the experimental items to create two lists 
of 32 items each. Appendix A showed the materials (and their translation equivalent) 
used in Experiment 1. 
A female native Cantonese speaker recorded all the materials on a DAT tape, 
which was then digitized for presentation by computer. Three tokens were recorded 
for each two-character word, from which the clearest (judged by experimenters) and 
most well matched one (in terms of the duration of each syllable between dominant 
and subordinate items) was selected as materials presented in the experiment. On 
average, the first character in the dominant condition lasted for 531 ms while that of 
the subordinate targets was 526 ms, the difference did not approach significance (t (30) 
=0.14，n.s.). Similarly, the difference between the durations of the second syllable in 
the two conditions was not significant (mean duration of dominant and subordinate 
targets = 607 and 598 ms respectively, t (30)= 0.23, n.s.). Besides the experimental 
and fillers items, which required "yes responses" in the decision task, another set of 
32 two-character words was also prepared for trials of "no responses". For those 
trials, the spoken target did not refer to any object in the visual display. 
Objects in the display were simple line drawings selected from the picture 
database in our laboratory. Each display contained three objects (of each trial as 
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shown in Appendix A) arranged either in a v-shape or inverted v-shape (see Figure 1). 
For the experimental and filler items, the target appeared randomly at one of the three 
positions. Displays were also constructed with another set of objects for "no 
responses" trials through arranging three objects that did not share any syllable with 
each other or with the spoken target (e.g., objects “花瓶”，vase “鬼 1 圣”，ghost and “$田 
菌”，bacteria for the spoken target “天使，’，angel). Therefore, there were totally 64 
trials in each list, with 8 for dominant and subordinate targets, 16 for filler items and 
32 for trials requesting "no responses". Finally, eight practice trials were prepared 
and added to the beginning of each list to familiarize participants with the procedures. 
Figure 1: An example display 
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Participants were tested individually in a dimly lit, sound attenuated room. 
Once they arrived, the experimenter delivered instructions telling them that the 
experiment was about Chinese speech recognition. They were also given general 
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information about eye monitoring techniques, including how the system worked and 
what it measured. None of them refused to participate after briefing. Informed 
consent was then obtained from participants who agreed to participate. 
Participants were then seated in front of a computer connected to the Eyelink 
Gaze Tracking system, which sampled eye movement data at 250 Hz. An equal 
number of participants were assigned to each list. The experimenter put the eye 
tracker on the participants carefully. After adjusting both the head and eye cameras, 
the standard 9-point calibration procedure was adopted to ensure recording accuracy 
was within 0.5 degree to either side of fixations. Calibration typically could be 
completed within two minutes. The experimental phrase began after successful 
calibration. Each trial started when the participants fixated on the central fixation 
cross. A blank screen appeared first and participants were allowed to take a rest. 
They pressed a button on a game pad to signal that they were ready. Then another 
fixation point appeared at the center of the screen. The visual display and the spoken 
target were presented simultaneously once participants fixated stably on the fixation 
cross. The eye tracker was programmed to synchronize recording with the 
presentation of the speech so that the whole time course of lexical activation upon 
receiving the acoustic information could be traced. Participants were asked to 
perform a judgment task of whether the spoken two-character word they heard was 
one of the objects they saw in the display by pressing corresponding keys on the game 
pad. The next trial started when participants produced a response or when they failed 
to respond within 3000 ms after target onset (timeout). Participants were first 
presented with the eight practice trials. They were allowed to ask for clarification of 
the procedures during practice. Additional practice was provided upon request. Only 
when participants understood the task with confidence did the true experiment session 
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begin. The experiment took about 30 minutes to complete. Participants were then 
thanked and debriefed. 
Results 
For each trial for each participant, an independent rater judged the object on 
which each fixation point fell. Each fixation could fall on the target, the distracter 
(either the dominant meaning in subordinate condition or subordinate meaning in 
dominant condition), the unrelated control, or other empty space. Trials with 
incorrect responses or without responses within 3000 ms were coded as errors. Also, 
trials in which responses were made before having fixated on the target were 
eliminated because it was unclear whether participants had really activated the targets 
or just responded wrongly. In sum, 11.9% of the data were discarded from further 
analyses (approximately equal to the 10% elimination rate of discarding procedure for 
similar purpose in similar design; see Altmann & Kamide，1999). 
Since eye fixation recording was synchronized with the simultaneous onset of 
speech signal and visual display, the delay before making the first fixation to the 
target object could be regarded as the amount of acoustic information required to 
activate the meaning the object represented. Table 1 showed the mean delay in the 
two ambiguous conditions (“教師” teacher and “教堂” church) and also the matched 
unambiguous filler condition as reference (“電言舌” telephone). An analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) revealed a significant difference among the three conditions when 
subjects (but not items) were treated as a random factor (Fy (2,38) 二 5.15，/> < .05; F2 
(2,61) = 1.83, U.S.). Pairwise comparisons suggested that subordinate targets were 
fixated significantly slower than both the dominant (tj (19) = 4.01，/? < .01) and 
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unambiguous targets {tj (19) = 2.34,/? < .05). On the other hand, dominant targets 
were fixated as quickly as unambiguous controls {ti (19) = .50, n.s). 
Table 1 
Means (in ms) for the delay of first fixation on the target and the duration of 
characters in different conditions in Experiment 1 
Dominant target Subordinate target Unambiguous fillers 
mm mm (電話） 
Mean delay 583 691 604 
Mean duration of 530 530 570 
first character 
Mean duration of „ J , , 610 610 o5l) second character 
Besides the delay in fixating on the targets, mean fixation proportions to 
different pictures within 100 ms time windows in each condition were also computed 
by averaging the amount of time spent in fixating on each picture within a specific 
100 ms time window. For unambiguous fillers, the two distracters were averaged to 
yield a single index of "fixation proportion on unrelated distracter". The changes in 
fixation proportions over time from the start of a trial to 2000 ms after speech onset 
are presented in Figures 2A to C. 
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Figure 2C: Results in the unambiguous condition 
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Several observations could be made by inspecting the figures. First, fixation 
proportion on the targets increased while that on other objects decreased, confirming 
the basic rationale of the visual world paradigm: People tend to fixate on the object 
heard. Second, it is clear that the three conditions (dominant target, subordinate target 
and unambiguous control) had their distinctive patterns of fixation proportion. To see 
whether the different patterns were statistically reliable, a series of ANOVAs were 
performed to explore the difference, if any, in the fixation proportions on different 
objects when the first character and the second character were heard. On average, the 
first and the second characters had a duration of about 500 ms and 600 ms 
respectively (matched between dominant and subordinate targets). Because previous 
studies (Matin, Shao, & Boff，1993) found that a saccade typically takes 200 ms to 
program and initiate (in other words, the fixation at specific time is representing the 
activation level of the prior 200 ms), the time window for the first character was 
defined as 300 一 700 ms and that of the second character was 800 — 1300 ms in the 
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ambiguous conditions. On the other hand, the time windows for the unambiguous 
fillers were 300 — 800 ms for the first character and 900 - 1400 ms for the second 
since the duration of the first character was about 570 ms (Table 1). 
Fixation proportions on different pictures in different time windows and 
conditions are presented in Table 2. As the items used in the unambiguous fillers 
were different, fixation proportions to the targets and distracters in this condition were 
analyzed separately. In the time window of the first character, it was shown that 
fixation proportion to the target was significantly larger than that to the distracter, 
which did not share any phonemic information with the target (/； (19) = 3.3S,p < .01; 
t2 = 1.41, n.s). The same pattern was observed with higher stability in the 900 — 1400 
ms time window (t/ (19) = 2lA4,p< .01; G (30) = 16.50，；? < .01). Therefore, 
fixation proportion on the target was always higher than the unrelated distracter when 
the target was unambiguous. 
Table 2 
Means fixation proportions (in %) on target, ambiguous and unrelated distracters 
across different conditions in the time windows of the first and the second characters 
in Experiment 1 
Dominant target Subordinate target Unambiguous fillers 
Tar et Ambiguous Unrelated ^^^ et Ambiguous Unrelated Target Distracter g distracter distracter ® distracter distracter ^ 
J^irst 32.35 20.42 19.87 20.81 34.90 16.67 29.19 22.77 character 
，cond 61.99 22.06 14.26 53.04 27.61 16.58 73.21 12.31 character 
A similar pattern could be observed when the target involved the dominant 
meaning but not the subordinate one of the ambiguous character. Repeated measure 
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ANOVAs were conducted with dominance (dominant vs. subordinate) and picture 
type (target, ambiguous distracter, and unrelated control) as independent variables and 
the fixation proportion at a specific time window (300 - 700 or 800 — 1300) as the 
dependent variables. In the time window for the first character, a two-way interaction 
between dominance and picture type was significant (F； (2,38) = 19.65,/? < .01; F2 
(2,60) = 2.66, p = .08). Pairwise comparisons showed that when the target was the 
dominant meaning, fixation proportion on the target pictures was higher than both the 
ambiguous distracter (subordinate meaning) pictures {tj = 2.68,/? < .05) and the 
unrelated distracter pictures (tj (19) = 3.04,/? < .01). However, the two types of 
distracter did not differ from each other {tj (19) = .20，n.s.). On the other hand, 
fixation pattern was quite distinct in the subordinate condition, in which the target 
pictures were not fixated more than the distracter (tj (19) = .90，n.s.). Instead, 
pairwise comparison indicated that fixation proportion to the ambiguous distracters 
(dominant meaning) was much higher than the target and unambiguous distracters 
(19) = 3.07 and 6.07 respectively, bothps < .01). Analyses including item as random 
effect revealed significance only in the comparison between the dominant distracter 
and unambiguous control in subordinate condition {t2 (30) 二 2.83，/? < .05). 
A more consistent pattern between the two ambiguous conditions could be 
observed in the 800 - 1300 ms time window, which reflected the disambiguating 
process when the second context character was heard. Repeated measures ANOVA 
revealed showed that interaction between dominance and picture type was not 
significant for subjects or items (bothps > .05.). Therefore, fixation data was 
collapsed across dominance. Results showed a significant picture type effect (Fj 
(2,38) = 76M,p< .01; F2 (2,62) = 49.73，/? < .01). Pairwise comparison suggested 
that the targets were fixated more than the ambiguous distracters (tj (19) = l.lA,p 
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< .01; t2 (19) = 633, p < .01), which in turn had a higher fixation proportion than the 
unrelated distracters (tj (19) = 3.20,p < .01; 0 (19) = 236,p < .05). 
Finally, Pearson's correlation coefficient was calculated to see if the meaning 
frequency (as familiarity rating in pilot test) of the morphemes as rated by the 
independent judgers in the pretest was significantly related to the delay before target 
fixation and the fixation proportion on target pictures. Correlation coefficients 
between meaning frequency and delay of fixation was -.25. Although failing to reach 
significance (p > .05)，the direction did suggest that more frequent meanings leaded to 
shorter delay. On the other hand, the correlation indices with fixation proportion in 
the first and second characters were .32 and .30 respectively, both approaching 
marginal significance (ps = .07 and .09). Therefore, there was weak evidence that 
more frequent meanings were activated more strongly. 
Discussion 
Results of this experiment were consistent with a continuous mapping of 
acoustic information during Chinese speech processing. Despite the clear syllable 
boundary (marked by the onset of a consonant) in Chinese, our native Chinese 
participants did not postpone lexical activation until all the features of a syllable were 
specified. Instead, soon after participants had gathered some information of the first 
character, they activated a specific lexical item. Such activation was manifested as 
shorter delays to fixate on the target than the actual duration of the first character (see 
Table l / . Therefore, continuous mapping may be a universal principle during spoken 
word recognition. This provides the empirical base for applying the TRACE 
architecture to Chinese speech processing in Ye and Connine's work (1999), which 
4 Note that the actual activation was 200 ms earlier than the observed delay because of the time 
required to program and execute a saccade. 
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rested on the implicit assumption that with appropriate modifications, theoretical 
models of speech recognition developed for European languages with alphabetic 
script could be adopted to explain speech processing in Chinese. Without the present 
findings, proposals based on models of alphabetic languages will be premature, as the 
relevance of these models to Chinese is left non-established. 
Having set up the basic empirical ground of continuous mapping in Chinese, 
the next major problem is the nature of representations involved in the goodness of fit 
function of the incoming acoustic signal. Put an other way, it is just as important to 
know what the basic unit in Chinese speech recognition is. According to Packard 
(1999)，the acoustic features are used to activate a set of word cohorts. For example, 
in recognizing the two-character word “火車” (fo2chel，fire-vehicle，"train"), people 
will also include in the cohort members like “房屋” (fong4ukl, room-house, "house"), 
“風鈐” (funglling4, wind-bell, "wind bell") and “佛經” (fat6gingl, Buddha-Bible, 
"sutras") upon hearing the onset "f-". Subsequent constraint on the cohort is also 
word-based so that adding the vowel "-o" to "f-" will yield "fo", leaving activation of 
‘‘火車” and “房屋” and other words sharing an initial "fo-". Recognition of “火車” 
will be delayed until enough acoustic information is gathered, probably after the onset 
of “車” ("ch-") is also perceived (Packard, 1999). Although the proposal sounds 
possible and Packard claimed that the mechanism will provide optimal efficiency in 
Chinese spoken word recognition, it is hard to imagine how "efficient" it can be if the 
system has to select the appropriate word from a pool of 1207 candidates (Packard's 
estimate) in the case of “火車’’.Moreover, it is unclear what was counted as the 
potential candidates in Packard's estimate because words are not perceptually marked 
in Chinese (unlike English), making it a difficult task to obtain a consensus about 
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what should be considered as "words" (Chen, 1992). Were “火車站” (train station), 
‘‘火車司機”（train driver) and “火車路線圖”（train map) also included in the cohort? 
If they were also considered as members of the cohort, “火車” can only be specified 
after its offset when the next acoustic information was inconsistent with any of the 
items listed above, contradicting Packard's original claim. If, on the other hand, “火 
車站” and the like were considered as comprising separated words (“火車” and “站”)， 
then the full appreciation of their meanings will require first parsing the individual 
words, recognizing them in the first step and then combining their meaning in the next 
stage. However, such processing was exactly the base on which Packard argued 
against a morphemic decomposition view of spoken word recognition in Chinese, as 
he believed that this kind of mechanism was either redundant or non-economic. 
Therefore, from a pure analytical point, Packard's model of spoken Chinese 
recognition, in which acoustic features are directly mapped onto Chinese words, 
suffers from several serious logical flaws that greatly limit the model's validity. 
In addition to the logical difficulty inherent in Packard's proposal (1999), the 
more critical argument against his model is the empirical evidence provided in the 
present study supporting morphemic involvement. While we believe that locating the 
true spoken target from a pool of over a thousand candidates (the example of “火車”） 
will not lead to the efficiency assumed by Packard, advocates of his idea can modify 
the model so that only frequent words will enter the cohort set. Putting aside the 
difficulty of recognizing infrequent words under this modification, more importantly, 
this proposal cannot explain the significant difference observed between the dominant 
and subordinate conditions in the present experiment. The rationale is simple and 
widely used in previous studies concerning the levels of representation involved (e.g., 
Taft & Zhu, 1997; Zhang & Peng，1992): Any difference between the two conditions 
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Upon hearing the first character can only be attributed to the relative meaning 
frequency as whole word properties were controlled during materials construction. 
Moreover, the two conditions started with exactly the same character, further 
eliminating any potential confounding due to subtle character differences. The shorter 
delay before fixating the target following the dominant than subordinate conditions 
and the higher fixation proportion to dominant targets in the time window of the first 
character both converge on the conclusion that native Chinese listeners are sensitive 
to morpheme frequency. Morphemes, rather than whole words, are retrieved upon 
perceiving acoustic information of the first syllable. Specifically, more frequent 
morphemes are accessed first, followed by less frequent ones, which may either be 
delayed or after acoustic information of the contextual character is available, as 
indicated by a significantly higher fixation proportion for subordinate targets only in 
the second time window. 
The differential activation levels between the dominant and subordinate 
conditions have implications beyond supporting morphemic involvement; it is also the 
first step in exploring how morphemic ambiguity is resolved in spoken Chinese. 
Several observations are relevant to the issue. First, regardless of the identity of the 
actual target, dominant meaning was always more activated than the subordinate one 
during initial access of the first character. Second, in the subordinate condition, the 
dominant meaning distracter was still transiently more active than the unrelated 
distracter after taking up some information (about 300 ms) of the disambiguating 
context character. However, the activation disappeared right before the entire context 
was available. And finally, albeit delayed and activating at a lower level, the 
subordinate meaning was always activated in both conditions. Activation got stronger 
in the subordinate condition after the second character was heard, confirming the 
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success of a disambiguation process in recruiting the correct subordinate meaning. 
On the other hand, activation of subordinate meanings remained weak and extended 
from about 600 ms to 1500 ms in the dominant condition. 
Based on the three observations mentioned above, it is clear that the ordered 
access model (Hogaboam & Perfetti, 1975) is not an appropriate description of 
ambiguity resolution at the morpheme level because it would predict an absence of 
subordinate meaning activation when the context is consistent with the dominant one. 
This prediction was falsified in the third observation. On the other hand, the delayed 
activation of subordinate meaning was also inconsistent with the assumption of 
exhaustive access that right after the ambiguous unit is encountered, all meanings will 
be immediately activated (Onifer & Swinney，1981; Swinney, 1979). In contrast, we 
believe that the reordered access model (Duffy et al, 1988; Rayner & Duffy, 1986) 
provides a better explanation of the differential activation of the dominant and 
subordinate meanings within the time window of the first character. According to the 
prediction of reordered access, the dominant sense will always be the most highly 
activated meaning when processing an ambiguous morpheme, while the subordinate 
sense, although still activated, is at a lower level. Behaviorally, the lower activation 
was manifested as a longer duration before the subordinate meaning exceeded certain 
recognition threshold for fixation onto the target picture to occur. In short, the visual 
world paradigm employed in the experiment could successfully captures the 
characteristics of ambiguity resolution, providing empirical evidence of a co-
activation of the dominant and subordinate meaning that Vu and Kellas (1999) 
requested. The three observations in this experiment are consistent with the 
mechanisms proposed in the reordered access model. This suggested a close 
resemblance between ambiguity resolution at lexical and morphemic levels, at least in 
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the present experiment involving two-character words started with an ambiguous 
character. 
However, the story is yet to be completed. Testing the issue with contextual 
information appearing at the second character position leaves the effect of prior 
context unexplored. Therefore, although the reordered access model can 
accommodate the present findings, other important predictions of this model were not 
tested explicitly. For instance, the very important modular-interactive debate 
reviewed in the Introduction remained unanswered. The reordered access model has 
a flexible structure to incorporate effects of prior context by assuming that 
subordinate meanings can be boosted to attain a higher activation level when previous 
context biases the ambiguous unit to its subordinate interpretation (Duffy et al., 1988; 
Rayner & Duffy，1986). Other advocates of the interactive view also proposed a 
critical role of prior context in modifying the effect of meaning dominance (e.g., 
Martin, Vu，Kellas，& Metcalf，1999; Simpson, 1981; Tabossi, 1988，Vu & Kellas， 
1999; Vu et a l , 1998). Without testing the influence of prior context, we cannot 
grasp the whole picture of ambiguity resolution in Chinese morphemes. One could 
argue that perhaps the pattern observed in Experiment 1 was immune from interaction 
with prior context, confirming a modular view rather than the interactive reordered 
access. To illuminate further the issue of interactivity, Experiment 2, which included 
a sentential context prior to the ambiguous morpheme, was conducted. 
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Experiment 2 
The goal of Experiment 2 was to complete our understanding of ambiguity 
resolution in processing Chinese speech with higher external validity. More 
specifically, we tested whether the presence of a prior context and the strength of this 
context exerted any impact on retrieving the appropriate meaning (accessing the 
"right" morpheme) of an ambiguous character. In the experiment, the same visual 
world paradigm was employed as Experiment 1 had successfully demonstrated its 
sensitivity in revealing online Chinese speech processing. However, unlike 
Experiment 1, in which the disambiguating context was a single character, we 
embedded the stimuli word (which started with an ambiguous character) in a biasing 
sentence to provide a prior contextual constraint. Participants were requested to press 
a button once they identified in the speech stream Chinese two-character words 
depicting any of the objects shown in the visual display. 
Sentences but not isolated words were used in Experiment 2 for the following 
reasons. First, one major advantage for this modification was to extend the issue of 
morphemic ambiguity resolution to sentence comprehension, which resembled closer 
the situations in everyday life and provided the desired external validity. Secondly 
and importantly, contextual strength could be more easily modified using sentential 
context. One commonly used measure of contextual strength was cloze probability, 
which referred to the proportion of participants who provided a specific target 
response given a prior context in an offline completion task. Work related to 
contextual constraints in our laboratory demonstrated that cloze probability was quite 
low (mean = 4.1%, minimum = 0% and maximum = 40%) if participants were given a 
single contextual character (e.g., “助"，assist) and then asked to produce another 
character that could form a two-character word with the context. The low cloze 
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probability could be attributed to the high combinability of Chinese characters (e.g., 
"助，，can be paired with “教”，‘‘理，，，“學” and “手”，etc). In contrast, the flexibility for 
sentence context was much larger, allowing the addition of more semantic constraints 
on the target to increase contextual strength (Vu et al.，1998). 
Variability in contextual strength would be necessary for a complete 
understanding of context effect: While the original formulation of reordered access 
(Duffy et al., 1988; Rayner & Duffy，1986) only allowed limited interactivity by 
assuming a context effect only in altering the relative activation levels of all meanings 
(which are nevertheless simultaneously activated), other researchers asserted that 
when context is strong enough, selective access will occur (Martin, et al., 1999; Vu et 
al., 1998). Therefore, including variability of contextual strength in the experimental 
design could help to differentiate which of the two views applies better to Chinese 
spoken word processing. If contextual strength correlated with the amount of fixation 
on the targets, context effect might be stronger than what reordered access model 
would predict. 
Moreover, while Vu et al. (1998) mainly tested how the previous sentential 
constraints affected meaning access when the target word was perceived, their study 
provided no independent measure of how the activation level of the target changed 
over time when the sentence was heard. On the other hand, fixation proportion to 
target picture could be monitored continuosuly with the presentation of sentence 
stimuli, providing exactly what was missed in their experiments. This would be 
interesting to see whether fixation proportion to the target rose along the course of the 
sentence before the acoustic onset of target words, which indicated activation of target 
lexicon before its acoustic onset. 
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Another problem of using two-character words like “助教” (teaching assistant) 
and “佛教” (Buddhism), which started with a context character and ended with an 
ambiguous character, was related to the nature of the visual world paradigm. The 
paradigm relies on the matching between acoustic signals and objects in participants' 
visual field. And acoustic signals of the first 300-400 milliseconds of the first 
character was demonstrated in Experiment 1 as being able to activate the relevant 
lexicons and initiate fixations to the appropriate pictures. Therefore, if “助教” 
(teaching assistant) and “佛教” (Buddhism) were used, target was in principle 
identifiable on the basis of acoustic onset of the disambiguating context “助” or “佛” 
before consulting any information of the ambiguous “教，’，which was the actual target 
of concem.5 Then these items would be similar to those in the unambiguous 
condition in Experiment 1 and any activation difference between the two meanings of 
“教” might not be reflected in the fixation pattern. Although the ambiguous character 
might also exert a late effect similar to the effect of rhyme (Allopenna et al., 1998)，it 
would be simpler and clearer to add a biasing sentential context prior to the same 
items used in Experiment 1. Moreover, this modification will also facilitate 
interpretation with reference to the pattern observed in Experiment 1 as the same set 
of materials was used. 
5 This kind of fixation without having perceived the ambiguous character is similar, but qualitatively 
distinct from the possible target activation generated by previous sentence context. In “助教” or “佛 
教”，fixation is driven by the activation produced from acoustic signals of the unambiguous character 
and is not related the ambiguous unit. In the case of prior sentence context, however, any fixation on 
the target must involve activation of the semantic aspect of the ambiguous character. 
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Method 
Participants 
Twenty participants were drawn from the same population as Experiment 1. 
None of them had participated in Experiment 1 or other pilot testing. Informed 
consents was obtained after the participants arrived. A full-debriefmg was delivered 
after the experiment was finished. 
Materials 
Sentences that ended with the same target experimental items (whether 
dominant or subordinate) used in Experiment 1 were constructed and then pilot tested 
for readability and context strength with two independent groups of 20 participants 
who were not involved in any other parts of this study. One group of pilot 
participants judged the naturalness of the sentences on a 7-point Likert scale (1: not fit 
at all; 7: fit very well) as they read each of the sentences. The other group provided 
completed a cloze probability test, in which the participants were presented the 
stimuli sentences in written form up to the character before the target two-character 
words. Their task was to complete the sentence with the two-character word that first 
came to their mind. The percentage of participants giving the "model answer" was 
calculated and taken as the measure for context strength. A higher percentage implied 
a stronger context. 
Due to a low readability rating, two pairs of items in Experiment 1 were 
excluded, leaving only 14 pairs of items with a mean naturalness of 5.61. Cloze 
probability was matched between the dominant and subordinate conditions (mean 
=.64 and .60 respectively, with a range from 0 to 1, t (26) = 29, p > .05). 
Furthermore, the sentence pairs selected had a number of words as close as possible 
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between the two target conditions (mean = 15.36 and 15.79 for dominant and 
subordinate conditions respectively). Besides these experimental items, sentences 
were also constructed on the unambiguous fillers in Experiment 1 to avoid 
participants from noticing the ambiguous nature of the target characters. Moreover, to 
ensure that participants would not focus on sentence end only during target detection, 
14 fillers were also prepared so that the targets also appeared in the middle of a 
sentence. The whole set of materials was shown in Appendix B. Practice trials were 
also prepared to acquaint participants with the task. 
Materials were similarly recorded by the same female speaker as in the 
previous experiment. A flat intonation was maintained during recording to keep the 
targets undifferentiated in prosody from other non-target words. Again, three tokens 
were recorded for each sentence and cautiously chosen so that the dominant and the 
subordinate conditions had matched duration in the sentence context {t (26) = 33,p 
> .05), the first ambiguous character {t (26) = .11,/? > .05) and the second context 
character {t (26) = .58,/? > .05; see Table Zf. The tokens selected were digitized at 
44100 Hz for presentation by computer during the experiment. 
6 The durations of the characters in both conditions were shorter than when they were presented in 
isolation (Experiment 1). This was necessary to maintain the naturalness of the speech. 
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Table 3 
Stimuli characteristics, including duration (in ms), cloze probability and proportion of 
before-target responses, in the dominant and subordinate conditions in Experiment 2 
Dominant Subordinate 
Context duration 3840 3949 
First character duration 284 286 
Second character duration 354 331 
Cloze probability 62% 62% 
Proportion of responses 28% 32% 
before target onset 
Note: The values were calculated after discarding the pair ‘Vjc喉” -“7j<晶”. 
Visual displays were constructed in the same way as in Experiment 1. 
Displays in the experimental trials include objects for the dominant and subordinate 
interpretations, plus a distracter drawn from other experimental pairs (to control for 
fixation difference due to object properties). Filler trials were also built from the filler 
items used previously. Targets appeared randomly at the three positions for both one-
target and two-target trials. The items were arranged into two lists, each consisting of 
seven dominant targets, seven subordinate targets and the 14 filler items in a 
randomized order. Participants were assigned to one of the two lists in equal portion. 
Again eight practice trails were prepared and attached to the beginning of each list. 
Procedure 
Procedures were identical to the previous experiment with a difference only in 
the task. The experiment began after briefing, adjustment of eye-tracker and 
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calibration. In each trial, participants first pressed a key to indicate that they were 
ready. A fixation-cross then appeared. After stable gaze was made on the fixation-
cross, the visual display appeared simultaneously with the onset of the spoken 
sentence. Participants were required to press a key on a response pad whenever they 
recognized a two-character word in the sentence they heard which was also depicted 
by the pictures in the visual display. Moreover, it was stressed that the target could 
appear more than once and at any position in the sentence. A trial ended when the 
whole sentence was presented and a response was made or when no response was 
detected within 7000 ms after stimuli onset (a sentence typically lasted for about 4500 
ms). Practice trials were then presented and repeated upon request until participants 
understood the procedures well. The whole experiment lasted for about 30 minutes. 
Participants were thanked and debriefed after completing the experiment. 
Results 
Fixation proportion on each object in each trial was again coded by the same 
independent rater. Time-out trials and trials in which responses were made before 
having fixated on the target were coded as error and discarded, which accounted for 
1.4%^ of the whole set of data. Furthermore, one sentence item (involving “7jc喉” 
faucet - “7_K晶” crystal) was eliminated because of the concern that participants might 
mistake the picture of “7j<晶” crystal as “寶石” jewel，a two-character word present in 
the sentential context for the item. 
During data coding, it was found that whereas very few participants responded 
prior to having any fixation on the target, a considerable portion of trials (about 30%) 
7 The value was much smaller than that in Experiment 1 as very few participants responded without 
having fixated on the target. This was simply because that participants were allowed to inspect the 
display as they heard the sentence. Therefore, given the lengthy context, it was unlikely that they 
would miss any of the objects. 
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were completed before the target was actually presented in the speech stream. For 
example, responses to “教師”（“teacher’，）might be made when the word “職業” 
("career") was encountered in the trial “我認爲最偉大的職業是教師” ("I believe 
that the greatest career is teacher"). These trials were not excluded from further 
analysis because participants might simply be unable to resist pressing the button 
when activation of target exceeded a certain threshold due to contextual influence， 
rather than committing errors in detection (as participants had fixated on the target). 
If it was the case, the amount of responding before target onset should be positively 
correlated with contextual strength. Indeed, Pearson correlation coefficient did 
suggest a significant association between the two variables (r = .40,/? < .05). Also, 
the difference between dominant and subordinate conditions (Table 3) failed to attain 
significance {ti (19) = .44，n.s.\ t2 (25) = .73，n.s.), which confirmed the result of equal 
context strength in pilot testing. 
Eye fixation data were similarly computed into 100 ms time windows for 
analysis of difference between conditions. Figure 3 showed, separately in the 
dominant and subordinate target conditions, the time course of changes in fixation 
proportions on each object within the range of 300 ms from target word onset to 1600 
ms after onset.8 In the first glance, the dominant and subordinate conditions produced 
fixation patterns that were highly comparable: Pictures representing the actual target 
were fixated much more than both distracters well before target onset. However, 
inspecting the figures closer, there were generally more fixations to the targets in the 
dominant condition. Moreover, the fixation to the target after target onset approach a 
value of 80% about 300 ms earlier and also sustained longer in the dominant than in 
the subordinate conditions. 
8 As the critical target words had a mean duration of about 600 ms, the time frame selected extended to 
about one second after target offset. 
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Figure 3 A: Results in the dominant condition 
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Figure 3B: Results in the subordinate condition 
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A series of ANOVAs was conducted to test whether the observed patterns 
were statistically meaningful. Given the 200 ms time lapse for programming saccade, 
the time windows 300 - 500 ms and 600 - 900 ms were respectively taken as 
representing the time frame of the first and the second characters of the target words. 
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Moreover, to test for activation of target lexicons due prior context, the fixation 
proportion within the time window extending from 300 ms before target onset to 200 
ms after onset (-300 - 200) was also extracted. Finally, data from two time windows 
(1000 - 1300 and 1400 - 1600) were averaged for testing any delayed effect of 
ambiguity resolution in sentence comprehension (Table 4). 
Table 4 
Means fixation proportions (in %) on target, ambiguous and unrelated distracters 
across different conditions in different time windows in Experiment 2 
Dominant Subordinate 
„ Ambiguous Unrelated 丁 Ambiguous Unrelated 
® distracter distracter distracter distracter 
62.68 16.45 20.11 58.06 22.80 18.27 
(3S) -5oTr^r 66.76 14.45 16.92 58.37 22.00 18.38 
( = 二 = 广 65.53 15.56 18.24 4 9 . 1 0 26 .15 21 .81 
P ( 。 二 1 68.78 10.35 20.88 62.71 17 .13 19.04 
54.76 28.57 16.67 21.83 18.83 59.33 
Repeated Measure ANOVAs with dominance (dominant and subordinate) and 
picture type (target, ambiguous distracter and unrelated control) suggested only a 
main effect of picture type before target onset (-300 — 200 ms, F/ (2,38) = 56.11, p 
< .01; F2 (2,48) = 21.98, < .01). Therefore, dominance was collapsed for further 
analyzing picture type effect. Pairwise comparisons revealed significantly higher 
fixation proportion for the target than both ambiguous {ti (19) = 8.41; t2 (25) = 5.90, 
bothps < .01), and unrelated distracters {ti (19) = 8.65; t2 (25) = 5. 10，bothps < .01)， 
while the difference between the two distracters failed to reach significance. 
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Patterns in the three subsequent time windows were very similar to the pre-
target window: Only a significant picture type main effect was obtained (all ps < .01). 
Pairwise comparison of fixation proportion on different pictures after collapsing over 
dominance again produced significant difference between target and the two 
distracters (all ps < .01), but not between the distracters themselves. However, the 
results were strikingly different in the last time window (1400 — 1600 ms), in which 
the two-way interaction between dominance and picture type was significant (F； (2,38) 
=24.73，/? < .01; F2 (2,48) = 23.90, p < .01), so did their respective main effects 
(dominance: F； (1,19) = 76.00，/? < .01; F2 (1,24) = 2.00, n.s.; picture type: F； (2,38)= 
4.59，p < .05; F2 (2,48) = 3 3 . 4 6 , . 0 1 ) . Post-hoc t-tests suggested that this 
interaction was due to an altered fixation pattern in the subordinate condition: The 
unrelated distracter had significantly more fixations than both the target {tj (19)= 
5.79,/? < .01) and the ambiguous distracter {t} (19) = 5.89,/? < .01) in subject analysis 
(but n.s. in item analysis). In contrast, the dominant target remained more highly 
fixated than the corresponding ambiguous distracter {ti (19) = 2.29，/? < .05; tz (12)= 
8.83, p < .01) and unrelated distracter (tj (19) = 4.6，；？ < .01; ？2 (25) = 7.40，/? < .01). 
In Figure 3，change in fixation proportion on different pictures over time only 
provided information about activation level driven by context and meaning frequency 
as a whole. Although we could take activation before target onset as representing a 
pure contextual effect, there was no independent index of pure dominance effect. 
Therefore, we took the averaged fixation proportion in the first time window as 
baseline and subtracted the value of each picture from the respective fixation 
proportion in every later time point in order to partial out effect from prior context. 
Figure 4 displays the time course of fixation proportion change with reference to the 
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baseline: Positive value suggested an increase in fixation compared with the time 
window -300 - 200 ms while negative values signified a decrease. 
Figure 4A: Results in the dominant condition 
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Figure 4B: Results in the dominant condition 
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Patterns in the two conditions are quite distinct except that both showed a 
decrease in fixation to the target from 1300 ms after target onset. In the dominant 
condition, pictures involving the dominant and subordinate meanings remained 
similarly fixated (within a 10% difference) until they diverged at 800 ms. On the 
other hand, in the subordinate condition, fixation to the dominant picture (distracter) 
started to rise above the subordinate picture (target) at 600 ms. The target was fixated 
more than the distracters only from 1100 ms. This lasted for about 200 ms only 
before it finally dropped at 1300 ms. In other words, the dominant meaning seemed 
to be activated earlier and lasted longer than the subordinate one. However, statistical 
analyses with dominance and picture type as independent factors failed to reach 
significance in all but the last time window (1400 - 1600 ms). The two-way 
interaction was significant (Fy (2,38) = 17.92，/? < .01; F2 (2,48) = 3.70,/? < .05) in 
this time window and post-hoc t-tests suggested that the interaction was originated 
from the null effect in the dominant condition but significant picture type effect in the 
subordinate condition {F, (2,38) = 41.86，；? < .01; F2 (2,48) = 5.73，；? < .01). More 
specifically, the subordinate target was fixated less than the ambiguous distracter 
(19) = 4.21,/? < .01; t2 (12) = 2.96, p < .05) and the unrelated control {ti (19) = 8.78，;？ 
< . 0 1 ; b ( 1 2 ) = 2.88，/7<.05). 
No clear dominance effect could be clearly observed in the time-window 
analyses presented above. However, Figures 3 and 4 seemed to suggest a pattern that 
the target reached the peak activation earlier in the dominant (about 900 ms) than the 
subordinate condition (about 1200 ms)^. We explored possible effects of dominance 
in peak activation by determining the number of participants having a fixation 
proportion towards the target over 80% (the approximate peak value as shown in 
9 The 300 ms delay could not be attributed to the slight difference in the duration of context between 
the dominant and subordinate sentences because the figures were plotted after aligning to target onset. 
Furthermore, the difference in duration was only about 100 ms, which was only one-third of the delay. 
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Figure 3)，rather than by calculating the mean delay before first reaching a 80% 
fixation in each condition. It was because the former index could take into 
consideration that some participants had fixation over 80% for an extended period. 
The results are presented in Table 5. It was quite clear that in the time window of the 
second character, 40% of the participants had already attained an 80% fixation to the 
target in the dominant condition. This percentage remained high throughout the later 
time windows. However, the value remained low (15%) in the same time window for 
subordinate targets. Fifty-two percents of participants reached 80% fixation 
proportion in the forth time window. Yet, this increase was brief and no participant 
remained above the critical value in the last time window. Statistical analysis 
supported the pattern observed: A 2-way interaction was observed between 
dominance and time window {F (4,24) = 13.09，/? < .01). Pairwise comparisons 
suggested that the index was larger in the dominant than subordinate condition in the 
third and the fifth time window {t (6) = 3.93,p < .01; t (4) = 1.62>,p < .01 
respectively). 
Table 5 
Percentage of participants having a fixation proportion larger than 80% in a given 
time window after target onset in different conditions in Experiment 2 
Dominant Subordinate 
Time window 0-200 ms 22 20 
Time window 300-500 ms 23 16 
Time window 600-900 ms 40 15 
Time window 1000-1300 ms 47 52 
Time window 1400-1600 ms 48 0 
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Finally, to test for the possible effects of prior context in constraining the 
activation of the appropriate meaning, a correlation analysis was conducted between 
the contextual strength of each item (operationalized as the cloze probability in pilot 
testing) and fixation proportion in each time window (Table 6). As shown in the 
Table, contextual strength was moderately correlated with fixation proportion in the 
first two time windows (rs (27) = .37 and .46，p = .06 and < .05 respectively). 
However, the Pearson correlation coefficients in later time window all failed to 
approach statistical significance at .05 level. As an additional analysis to complement 
the observed correlation, we separated the items by a median-split of context strength 
rating in each condition. Figures representing the change in fixation proportion over 
time from 300 ms before target onset to 1600 ms after onset in each dominance and 
constraint level were similarly prepared as in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 5 (A-D) showed 
patterns that were quite distinct between high and low constraints: When the context 
was rated as highly constraining, fixation towards the target was early and stable 
across a long duration. In low constraint sentences, however, initial fixation 
proportion on target picture was less deviated from the distracters. Whether this 
descriptive analysis was statistically meaningful would require detailed statistical test, 
which would not be conducted here since items were not matched after median-split. 
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Table 6 
Pearson's correlation coefficients between contextual strength and fixation 
proportions in different time windows in Experiment 2 
Correlation with contextual strength 
Pre-target onset (-300-200 ms) 0.37 
First character (300-500 ms) 0.46 
Second character (600-900 ms) 0.14 
Post target region 1 (1000-1300 ms) 0.24 
Post target region 2 (1400-1600 ms) 0.00 
Figure 5 A: Results for the dominant targets (high constraints) 
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Figure 5B: Results for the subordinate targets (high constraints) 
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Figure 5C: Results for the dominant targets ( low constraints) 
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Figure 5D: Results for the subordinate targets (low constraints) 
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Discussion 
Experiment 2 was conducted to complete our understanding of the dynamics 
in ambiguity resolution at the morpheme level. More specifically, whether the 
relative meaning frequency of the ambiguous unit interacts with prior context in 
retrieving the appropriate meaning was the main focus. Results indeed revealed a 
strong context effect. Its implications on the mechanisms for ambiguity resolution 
would be discussed. On the other hand, whilst morpheme dominance (meaning 
frequency) was demonstrated in Experiment 1 to be highly influential in recognizing 
two-character words spoken in isolation, the effect became subtler in Experiment 2， 
which embedded the same words in sentence context. We argue that despite being 
weaker, morpheme was still a meaningful processing unit in natural Chinese speech 
processing and propose several possibilities for the apparently weaker effect in 
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sentence. Finally, the interplay between prior context and morpheme properties are 
discussed in terms of more general principle in speech processing. 
The results obtained in this experiment were drastically different from those in 
the previous experiment using isolated two-character Chinese words, in which 
although both meanings of the ambiguous character are activated, a higher activation 
level for the dominant than the subordinate one during early stage in whatever 
condition was observed. In contrast, Experiment 2 demonstrated clearly that the 
relative initial activation level of the meanings was primarily determined by the prior 
context such that fixation proportion to the target picture was much higher than the 
two distracters right from the beginning of target onset in both the dominant and 
subordinate conditions (time window 300 — 500 ms). In other words, prior context 
could immediately constrain meaning activation to only the context appropriate one, 
be it involving the dominant or subordinate sense of the ambiguous character. This 
ability of preceding context in moderating the initial meaning access clearly deviated 
from the modular view for ambiguity resolution like the exhaustive (Swinney, 1979) 
and ordered access models (Hogaboam & Perfetti，1975). Those modular models 
would predict a null effect of prior context when the meaning of the ambiguous unit 
was first retrieved; context would only exert effects at the late integration stage. 
Empirical evidence against this view had been accumulated in previous research 
concerning lexical ambiguity resolution in reading alphabetic language (Duffy et al., 
1986; Vu et al., 1998). The present study thus extended previous evidence against 
modular view to morpheme ambiguity resolution in comprehending spoken Chinese. 
Meaning access seemed to be an interactive process that took into consideration the 
prior context available. 
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With regard to the nature of contextual effect, Vu et al. (1998) proposed that it 
operates through building up an overall sentence level semantic representation. 
According to their logic, context effect will vary according to how well the prior 
sentence can form a coherent sentence representation with the semantic information 
contained in the lexical unit to be retrieved. In other words, while context facilitates 
the activation of appropriate meaning, how biasing the context is should affect the 
speed for retrieving this meaning. This prediction gained clear support in the present 
study as a significant positive correlation (0.46) between fixation proportion in the 
second time window (300 - 500 ms) and context strength. Participants showed higher 
fixation proportion towards the target picture in the time window of the ambiguous 
character when the prior context was rated as more strongly biasing to the target 
meaning during pilot testing. The fixation pattern observed after separating items into 
groups of high and low constraints based on a median-split of the context strength 
ratings was also generally consistent with the context strength effect, although 
fixation proportion was also quite high for subordinate target in the low constraint 
group (Figure 5D). The reason why target activation was particularly strong in low 
constraint group only for subordinate condition was unclear. Perhaps some subtle 
aspects of the context were left uncontrolled between dominant and subordinate 
conditions after median-split. Indeed, previous studies in speech recognition had 
demonstrated that a single verb was enough for constraining later meaning access 
(Altmann & Kamide，1999; Dahan & Tanenhaus，2004; Kamide, Altmann, & 
Haywood, 2003). Items in the subordinate condition after the post hoc grouping 
might have more subtle constraints although the pilot rating suggested that they were 
in general neutral. This also illustrated the major reason why statistical tests were not 
conducted after median-split: Patterns observed after median-split should be 
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interpreted with caution because the original experimental design did not intend to 
group items into groups of high and low constraint and therefore the items in these 
two groups were not matched in whole word familiarity, relative meaning frequency, 
etc. Further experiments intended to study this effect should match for these factors 
or perhaps it would be better to prepare contexts of different strength for the same set 
of two-character words so that the factors would be exactly matched in the within-
items design. 
On the other hand, in contrast to what Vu et al. (1998) proposed, the present 
study demonstrated that what contextual constrains achieved was more than simply 
"selecting" the correct meaning out of all possible alternatives when the ambiguous 
unit was perceived. Context itself also served to activate lexicons that strongly 
matched the constraints built up to the point. Indeed, well before the acoustic onset of 
the ambiguous character (reflected as the points before 200 ms on the time axis in 
Figure 3)，context alone was enough to create activation of the target lexicon, 
regardless of its relative meaning frequency. Such pre-activation was also modulated 
by the contextual strength as indicated by the positive correlation (0.37) with the 
fixation proportion in the first time window (-300 - 200 ms). The implication of this 
result is important: When researchers considered the effect of context in 
disambiguation, they should not only focus on how the prior context moderates 
meaning selection but also the nature of overall semantic representation constructed 
upon all the linguistic units perceived. When contextual information is perceived in a 
sequentially increasing manner, it might be elaborated to contain a set of candidates 
that matched with the sentence representation. As more information is gathered, 
mismatch candidates in the set may be eliminated and if the context is strong enough, 
there may be only one matching candidate left. In other words, perhaps people also 
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construct a sentence level representation (see Vu, Kellas, Petersen, & Metcalf, 2003). 
during speech comprehension that behaves similarly as the lexical representation in 
recognizing single spoken words (characters in Chinese); a cohort set is generated 
from the acoustic onset, followed by subsequent candidate elimination. 
Although the context effect was very strong in determining the activation level 
of the target, it was not to say that the morpheme frequency ceased to exert influence. 
While the direct comparison between fixation proportions on the pictures representing 
the ambiguous and unrelated distracters failed to reveal any significant difference in 
both dominant and subordinate conditions, which seemingly supported the lack of 
sensitivity to single characters in sentences (otherwise the ambiguous distracter 
should be fixated more as it shared the same first character as the target), a closer 
inspection suggested at least three pieces of evidence against this claim. First, 
fixation on the target in the last time window (1400 - 1600 ms) remained high in the 
dominant condition, but not in the subordinate condition. Second, context strength is 
an important factor determining the fixation proportion on the target, as indicated by 
the significant correlation between them. However, the correlation was no longer 
significant from the third (second character) to the last time window. Therefore, other 
factors might join or even dominate in controlling the relative activation level of the 
targets and distracters at later time windows. Given the temporal locus (at the second 
character) of the drop in correlation, it was convincing to believe that properties of the 
first ambiguous character had a role to play. Lastly, the results shown in Figure 3 
suggested that the dominant target (3A) was activated to the highest value about 300 
ms faster than the subordinate one (3B). This observation was supported by the 
analysis of percentage of participants having fixation proportion above 80%, which 
clearly illustrated that more participants were already fixated on the target when the 
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second character was perceived in the dominant but not in the subordinate condition. 
On the contrary, the index increased after the whole word was heard in the 
subordinate condition (the fourth time window). Yet, activation of the subordinate 
target was much more transient: No participant met the criteria in the fifth time 
window whilst the percentage remained stable across three time windows for 
dominant target. Because dominant and subordinate items were matched in whole 
word frequency, the difference described in these two aspects could only be attributed 
to relative morpheme frequency. In other words, effects of relative dominance did 
appear as the delay before peak activation could be attained and the duration for 
which the peak could last, even though directly comparing the mean fixation 
proportion between target and distracters did not reveal a clear pattern as in 
Experiment 1. 
The morpheme effect, despite being reflected in more subtle forms like delay 
to reach peak activation, generally converged with the conclusion in Experiment 1 
about the morphemic involvement in Chinese speech comprehension (i.e., 
contradictory to Packard's claim, 1999). The pattern was unlikely to be due to 
insufficient temporal sensitivity of the visual world paradigm as Experiment 1 and 
many previous studies had successfully reflected changes at a scale of 100 ms or even 
shorter intervals. Rather, we proposed several possibilities that might account for the 
delay, including first, the physical duration of the ambiguous character. To maintain 
the naturalness of the stimuli, character duration was much shorter in sentence context 
(about 300 ms) than in isolation (about 550 ms). It could be argued that 300 to 500 
ms was indeed the absolute magnitude of time required for activating a morpheme 
and therefore any effect of morpheme frequency could only be observed from the 
second character (after the 300 ms of the first character had lapsed). If this 
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Speculation is correct, we can expect a different pattern for items that are longer in 
duration. Unfortunately, the variation of item duration in the present experiment is 
not sufficient for us to test this hypothesis (maximum duration = 430 ms). 
On the other hand, preliminary evidence from our laboratory suggested that 
the delay effect observed might be more related to the nature of comprehension in 
context than merely the physical properties of the stimuli, including their modality 
and duration of presentation. In a similar study of morpheme processing in written 
Chinese, participants were presented with 2-character words similar to those used in 
Experiment 1 ； one of the characters in these words was ambiguous as it could map 
onto different morphemes. Also, the disambiguating context (single character in this 
experiment) could be located before or after the critical ambiguous character. The 
results of this experiment were consistent with the present study in suggesting both 
meaning frequency and context effects. More related to the present discussion was 
the finding that when context character was available before the ambiguous character 
(context before), effect of relative dominance could only be observed in reading 
indices considered as reflecting late stage processes (Pickering & Frisson，2001)，such 
as total reading time and regression rate. On the other hand, the morpheme frequency 
effect appeared early from first fixation when context character was at the second 
position. Given that the time required for reading each character in different 
conditions was about the same, one could not attribute the delayed morpheme effect 
when a prior context was available to the duration of perceiving the stimuli. In other 
words, we must also consider modality-free components in explaining the delayed 
morpheme effect when a prior context was available. 
The origin of this modality-free factor might be traced back to the residual 
processing of previous information when the next linguistic unit was perceived. This 
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is to say: Our system might not be fast enough to complete all contextual processing 
when the ambiguous target character is encountered. Then ambiguous character 
would only be processed after previous context successfully constructed a coherent 
representation. In the dominant condition, the coherent representation could be 
constructed more easily than in the subordinate condition, resulting in a faster 
activation of the dominant target. 
Another candidate of modality-free factor was the resources demand for 
holding the contextual information in working memory for further processing, 
including integration (otherwise no context effect could be obtained). Given the 
limited capacity of working memory, there was a tradeoff between the storage and 
processing components (Daneman & Carpenter，1980). As an overall contextual 
representation had occupied some resources, less was left for processing the 
ambiguous unit itself. Therefore, the whole pattern of frequency effect would shift 
forward in time for several hundred milliseconds. 
The validity of the mechanisms proposed in explaining the pre-activation of 
lexicons and the delay of morpheme effect due to prior context is an empirical 
question that requires further investigation. However, the mechanisms proposed to 
account for the interaction between morpheme level and sentence level processing are 
not restricted to ambiguous characters but can be generalized to general speech 
comprehension. The language system is interactive and self-motivated enough to 
create target activation before its onset. In fact, previous studies did reveal similar 
pre-target activation in natural speech comprehension. For instance, in their 
investigation of verb constraints on subsequent lexical activation using an eye 
monitoring paradigm similar to the present one, Altmann and Kamide (1999) found 
that the noun was activated before onset when the verb was highly constraining. 
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Therefore, participants would start fixating on the object "cake" before its acoustic 
onset when the sentence was "the boy will eat the cake". In contrast, when 
participants heard "the boy will move the cake", fixation towards cake was 
significantly delayed and occurred only after "cake" was heard since "move" was not 
constraining enough to "cake" while "cake" was highly edible. 
Similarly, in a follow-up study, Kamide et al. (2003) confirmed the effect of 
verb constraints in pre-activating appropriate lexicons. Moreover, they extended their 
findings to other type of constraints including real world knowledge so a "motorbike" 
would be activated in "the man will ride the" but not "the girl will ride the" because 
girls are less likely to ride a bike in daily life. Kamide et al. concluded such effect as 
originated from the incremental construction of a representation that took all 
information, including semantic, syntactic and general knowledge, into account. 
Their results were generally consistent with the works by Van Petten, Coulson, Rubin, 
Plante and Parks (1999), who tested and discovered a context effect on lexical access 
prior to the isolation point of the lexical unit using an ERP paradigm; they obtained an 
N400 effect for semantic violation before sufficient acoustic information could 
specify the target identity. Also, the world knowledge constraint in Kamide et al. was 
generally consistent with Hagoort, Hald, Bastiaansen and Petersson (2004). In sum, 
the present study, together with a large amount of other data, confirmed a highly 
interactive system in processing spoken words in general (and ambiguous Chinese 
characters in particular) that immediately made use of all possible constraints 
available. By utilizing such an interactive processing, perhaps the langauge system 
can maintain the simplest form of representation (morpheme but not word) and 
minimize the demand on limited resources. Such interactivity may indeed be the 
reason why people are usually not aware of the ambiguities in speech during natural 
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conversations because the numerous contextual information can help specify a unique 
meaning of the utterance. 
Before going on discussing other more general issues, we need to address the 
influence of presenting a visual display simultaneously with the spoken sentential 
context in Experiment 2. Although the most recent works suggested that the visual 
world paradigm involves a true data-driven conceptual activation of the target, rather 
than pre-activating picture names and performing simple matching (Dahan & 
Tanenhaus, 2005; Huettig & Altmann，2005), one could still argue that the results 
obtained in Experiment 2 were driven by matching the concepts representing the 
pictures with the overall semantic representation of the sentence context. In other 
words, according to this claim, whatever observed would have nothing to do with 
recognizing the ambiguous spoken target. This was partly true and indeed intentional 
because we would like to reveal the activation level of the target during the course of 
sentence context. However, we could not agree that there was no bottom-up effect in 
spoken word comprehension because first, peak activation was attained only after 
target onset and second, albeit being manifested only as differential speed to reach the 
peak activation, the relative meaning frequency of the ambiguous character did exert 
an influence in comprehension. In other words, although context effect was so strong 
(producing ceiling) to allow only a weak subsidiary morpheme effect, it indeed 
existed. Of course, the extent to which a concurrent visual display affects target 
activation is an empirical question. Perhaps refining (but also complicating) the 
design by adding a distracter that fits prior context but sharing no character with the 
actual target could help sensitize the experiment to detect morphemic effect and 
separate top-down effect from context and bottom-up effect from target. However, at 
the very least, Experiment 2 mimicked everyday life situation, in which conversations 
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are usually undergone in a visual context containing objects important to the topic of 
the speech, providing high external validity for understanding speech comprehension 
in laboratory setting (Altmann & Kamide, 1999; Kamide, et al., 2003). 
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General discussion 
To our knowledge, the present experiment is the first that employed the visual 
world paradigm to investigate Chinese speech processing. Results generally 
confirmed the sensitivity of the paradigm in reflecting online the mechanism involved 
in recognizing Chinese speech, although details of the effects of visual display in 
speech comprehension deserve further research, especially when a strong prior 
context was provided. Results from the two experiments produced important insights 
on Chinese speech processing, particularly about the representations involved and 
how morphemic ambiguity is resolved. We will propose a morpheme-mediated 
model of spoken word recognition in Chinese and relate the pattern of morphemic 
ambiguity resolution to other studies exploring the underlying brain mechanism 
supporting meaning access. Finally, we will conclude with the broader issue of 
interactivity in speech processing. 
The role of morpheme in Chinese speech 
Traditional models of word processing usually incorporated morpheme effect 
by assuming an intermediate morpheme layer connecting the physical features with 
the whole word lexicons (e.g., Taft, 1994，see Figure 6). Taft's model would predict 
that “教自市” and “教堂” are recognized through their constituent morphemes and this 
mediation allows morpheme frequency to exert effect. Since words are segmented 
into morphemic units before its representation can be accessed, models of this kind 
are termed morpheme decomposition model. However, as Frost, Grainger and Rastle 
(2005) held, the issue was far from settled; vigorous debate was still undergoing. 
While models having prelexical decomposition architecture had once been popular, 
more recent studies tend to argue that the morpheme effect is originated from 
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postlexical bias (Greber & Frauenfelder，1999) or the shared meaning at the whole 
word level (e.g., Carreiras, Perdomo, & Mesequer，2005; McQueen & Cutler, 1998). 
The later view had direct impacts on models of word recognition. According to this 
view, ”教”in ”教師” produces the apparent morphemic priming effect on ”教育” 
because ”教自帀"and "教育” are related at the whole word level, rather than because ” 
教” is shared at the morphemic level. In other words, a separated morpheme layer 
was not necessary in word recognition. 
Figure 6: A model of Chinese word processing (simplified version adapted from Taft 
et al., 1999) 
Concep ( ^ ^ d u c a t i o n ^ ( ^ ^ ^ h u r ^ 
Word 
Morohem 广教 師，,V J ( h a l l ) ) 
V ^ u c a t i o n ^ V (master) J ^ 教 
V frelieion J 
Features ^ ^ ^ 
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Perhaps the empirical evidence against the decomposition view had led 
researchers of speech comprehension to ignore morpheme in the construction of their 
models (Marslen-Wilson & Welsh，1978; McClelland & Elman, 1986; Norris, 1994). 
However, these models might need to be revised because advocates of decomposition 
view were also gathering supportive empirical evidence. For example, Allen and 
Badecker (1999) obtained significant priming effect between stem homographs and 
proposed a prelexical decomposition at an abstract, form-neutral "M-level" (which 
they claimed to be similar to "lemmas"). On the other hand, Taft and his colleagues 
also employed the idea of modality-free abstract units similar to the "M-level" of 
Allen and Badeckar in their modification of the original multilevel interactive model. 
Taft et al. (1999) directly labeled these units as lemmas. However, unlike Allen and 
Badeckar, Taft et al. did not impose any structure within the lemma units but instead 
proposed that the lemmas simply represented the abstraction of anything considered 
to be words or morphemes. After the modality-specific features were mapped onto 
the abstract lemmas, lemma units would be directly linked to the concept level to 
activate the appropriate lexical semantic, without any direct linkage among lemma 
units. In short, there was no longer a clear morpheme layer in the word recognition 
model (Taft & Kougious, 2004; Taft et al, 1999; see Figure 7). 
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Figure 7: A modified model of Chinese word processing (simplified version adapted 
from Taft et al., 1999) 
rediicatio J ^ ^ ^ ^ 
广 ^ ^ , 堂 ( h a l l ) ) 
r 教師(teacher) ) • • ^ 
Concept , ^ J ‘ 
(師 ( m a s t e r ) � ‘ 教堂 (church) ) 
S ^ — ^ ^ r " ^ 
L — O Q Q Q p , Q 
// 11// //\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \\ 
( J ) 
Auditory input Visual input 
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The major advantages of the modified model (Taft & Kougious, 2004; Taft, et 
al., 1999) is parsimony (there is no need to re-represent the same “教” in morpheme 
and whole word levels) and the ability to explain the asymmetric priming effect 
between transparent and opaque words observed in their study (transparent words 
could prime opaque ones while the reverse was not true; see Taft et al., 1999). 
However, without structures and connections within the lemma level, the model will 
encounter difficulty in explaining the difference produced from relative dominance as 
observed in the present study. It was unclear why lemmas having the same familiarity 
(word levels, e.g., “教師” and “教堂，，)were not activated to the same degree but were 
affected by the relative meaning frequency of the morphemes (“教” as education or 
religion) on which a character was mapped, even though there was no linkage 
between the lemmas of “教”，“教師” and “教堂”.Moreover, the morpheme 
dominance effect could be observed well before onset of the second character. Such 
early effect is unlikely to originate from post-lexical feedback; one could not dismiss 
the validity of morpheme representation by simply claiming that the effect observed 
was an illusion created by task demands or strategies after the whole words are 
accessed. It would also be unreasonable to claim that meanings of the ambiguous 
characters employed in the present experiments are the special cases, which had their 
meanings retrieved differently as other characters. It is because, as mentioned in the 
introduction, most Chinese characters are ambiguous in meaning and what they 
actually mean would be dependent on what context they are attached to. Therefore, a 
model of Chinese processing must be able to explain phenomena concerning 
ambiguous characters. 
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To resolve the difficulty in explaining the reliable dominance effect observed 
in the present experiments, we modified Taft's model and present it in Figure 8. The 
basic architecture is similar: Modality specific features are mediated by an abstract 
form-free layer before they establish contact with lexical semantic. However, while 
Taft et al. (1999) believed that the abstract system has already encoded compound 
meanings formed by the conjunction of multiple characters, the modified model 
considered this layer as consisting of the most basic meaningful units, in other words, 
morphemes. Therefore, although both “教” and “教自帀” have distinct representations 
at this abstract level in Taft's model, we proposed that only the most primitive 
meaning units (which can be considered as "meaning features") “ 教 ” and “自帀’，，but 
not their combination (“教師”)，wil be represented here. Moreover, this morpheme 
level is responsible for storing implicitly the "prototypical form" of meanings of every 
character. In other words, one cannot articulate explicitly what is stored in this layer 
(e.g., “教” is teaching), as units in this layer are formed from the abstraction of the 
recurrent exposure to words containing this unit. On the other hand, explicit analysis 
of basic meaning will require the activation of the corresponding unit at semantic 
level. The semantic level also stores complicated meanings of multi-character words, 
which are activated through the convergence of activation of their constituent 
morphemes. This is to say, while morphemes are prototypes of meanings, 
representations in lexical semantic are specific realization (whether simple or 
complicated) of these prototypes. 
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Figure 8: A model of Chinese word recognition modified from Taft et al. (1999) 
( ^ ) / ^ ( r e l i g i o ^ ^ 
V (education) J J 
^ 師 ( t e a c h ^ ^ 年 个 C j ^ ) 
Semantic ^ I I 
( m a s t e i O ^ / \ \ (^^(churchT^ 
= r 〇 〇 〇 
/ / ~n 
( J ^ ( J ^ @ ④ ( 5 ) 
Auditory input Visual input 
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Under the construction of this modified model, recognition relies entirely on 
activation at the lexical semantic level (as morphemes do not entail awareness). For 
instance, the recognition of “教自帀” involves two steps: First, once the features of “教” 
and “自市” are perceived, the corresponding units at the abstract morpheme level will be 
activated. As the activation level of the morphemes exceeds certain threshold, they 
will send excitatory signals to the related representations at the lexical semantic level 
(‘教’’，“目帀” and “教自帀，，)，whic  in turn creates a stable meaning recognition when the 
activation is strong enough. It follows naturally that multi-character words like “教自帀 
fn，’ (teachers) would involve one more abstract morpheme and require longer 
duration to obtain a stable lexical activation (i.e., Need longer time to recognize). It 
should also be noted that the model assumes similar involvement of the abstract 
morpheme level during recognition of all Chinese words, regardless of properties like 
transparency. Whereas researchers previously believed that only transparent words 
were recognized through morpheme decomposition (e.g., Marslen-Wilson，Tyler, 
Waksler, & Older，1994)，more recent studies revealed clear morphological effects on 
processing both transparent and opaque words (e.g., Pollatsek & HyGna，2005) and 
even in monomorphemic words (Taft & Kougious，2004). The present model could 
accommodate these observations by claiming that the components in opaque or 
"monomorphemic words" also activate units in the abstract intermediate level. The 
apparent absence of an identifiable morpheme is indeed due to the lack of a 
corresponding unit in the lexical semantic level, which is the necessary condition for 
explicit analysis. Similarly，the recognition of Chinese two-character words like “蜘 
蛛” (spider) can follow the same principle: Both “ _ ” and “蛛” only have an implicit 
representation at the intermediate level and thus appeared to be "meaningless". They 
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then converge to retrieve the meaning of spider. In this sense, the definition of 
morpheme becomes much broader, including any separable units in a language. The 
justifiability of this definition will require further research to establish. 
Ambiguity resolution and the neural underpinnings 
The situation becomes more complicated when the same set of physical 
features (character) can attach to more than one morpheme at the abstract level. First, 
considering the case when no prior context was available, for example, in “教師” and 
“教堂，，，“教” will activate two different (prototypical) morphemes "education" and 
"religion" at the intermediate level. The relative activation of these two units during 
initial encounter was shown in Experiment 1 to be dependent on the relative meaning 
frequency. Although both units were activated, the more dominant meaning 
(education) had a higher activation level and in turn sent excitatory signals towards 
representations of specific instances of "education" earlier than the subordinate 
meaning "religion". On the other hand, the activation of the subordinate meaning had 
two manifestations, one being the natural connection of character features to the 
"religion" morpheme as shown in the small activation of subordinate meaning when 
context biased interpretation to the dominant one (see Figure 1 A). The other form 
was the additional activation produced from the disambiguating process by the 
context character, which was revealed as the boost of fixation proportion towards the 
target after the second character was presented in the subordinate condition (Figure 
IB). 
When a prior sentence context was available in Experiment 2, only a small 
dominance effect could be obtained. Target activation was mainly determined by 
properties of the prior context, including its strength of bias. Still, as there was a true 
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dominance effect, the pattern was inconsistent with pure selective view. Instead, 
together with Experiment 1, the whole pattern was more consistent with the 
interactive model of Vu et al. (1998)，which asserted that dominance, context position 
and context strength all contributed to meaning resolution. However, while they 
proposed that context effect always operated through constraining meaning access 
when the target was perceived, our data suggested that a strong context could create 
target activation well before target onset. In other words, human meaning access 
system is extremely interactive. 
Behaviorally, we could observe an interactive pattern in ambiguity resolution. 
However, it is important to know whether such interaction is also neurologically valid. 
Although the present study falls short in providing this information, a number of 
previous brain-related studies are relevant. For example, the idea about the co-
activation of multiple meanings that is ranked by relative meaning frequency and the 
sensitivity of this co-activation to prior context is consistent with findings from these 
studies. Most researchers are interested in the hemispheric involvement in retrieving 
the appropriate meaning of an ambiguous lexical item within context (e.g., Atchley & 
Kwasny, 2003; Coney & Evans，2000; Grindrod & Baum，2005; Metzler, 2001; 
Meyer & Peterson, 2000; Titone, 1998). For instance, the co-activation of multiple 
meanings was demonstrated in Metzler (2001) to be more related to the right 
hemisphere. In her experiment, normal participants and patients with frontal lobe 
lesion were displayed with trials consisting of a sequence of three words, in which the 
middle word was ambiguous (e.g., "cell", body tissue or small room in prison). In 
some trials, the three words all pointed towards the same meaning (concordant trials, 
e.g., "biology-cell-tissue) while switching of meaning occurred in other trials 
(discordant trials, e.g. "biology-cell-prison"). 
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Metzler (2001) obtained results suggesting that while normal control showed 
facilitation in responding to the third words in concordant compared with discordant 
trials, patients with left frontal lobe damage failed to show a differential priming 
effect between the two conditions. In contrast, facilitation was even stronger in right 
frontal lobe patients than normal controls. This pattern suggested that the right frontal 
lobe might be responsible for keeping all meanings of an ambiguous word, while left 
frontal lobe held only the context appropriate meaning. Therefore, damages to the left 
frontal cortex would leave both meanings of "cell" activated in the right hemisphere, 
facilitating responses to both concordant and discordant targets. Then no net 
facilitation could be observed when comparing the two conditions directly. The 
increased facilitation found in right frontal lobe patients relative to control could be 
attributed to the exaggerated meaning selection based on prior context in left 
hemisphere coupled with the loss of ability to hold the alternative meaning in right 
hemisphere. 
Similar conclusion was reached from the normal participants in Atchley and 
Kwasny (2003), who found no N400 (which reflected the retrieval of meaning not 
fitting the context) in both dominant and subordinate conditions when the ambiguous 
item was presented to the left visual field (right hemisphere). Interestingly, although 
a significant N400 component was obtained when targets were presented to the left 
hemisphere due to the selection of a specific meaning not fitting the context, it was 
delayed in the subordinate condition, just as the delay in the increase of fixation 
proportion on subordinate target in the present experiments. In other words, perhaps 
the left hemisphere is also sensitive to the relative meaning frequency in addition to 
prior context (see also Coney & Evans，2000). 
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Other researchers were also sensitive to the possibility that hemispheric 
involvement would vary along the time course of meaning resolution. Studies using 
the standard priming procedures with divided-visual-field presentation had revealed 
contradictory results: On the one hand, Meyer and Peterson (2000) observed 
activation of dominant meaning in the left hemisphere and subordinate meaning in the 
right hemisphere at all stimulus-onset-asynchrony. On the other hand, responsiveness 
towards the subordinate meaning was observed only in the left hemisphere at 0 ms 
interval in Grindord and Bairn's study (2005). The reason for this discrepancy was 
yet to be answered. Perhaps the nature of sentential context in their experiment was 
critical. In Meyer and Peterson (2000)，the ambiguous word was embedded in a 
question that did not bias interpretation to any meaning, whereas Grindord and Baun 
(2005) constructed a four-sentence discourse for each meaning of the critical target. 
Indeed, Titone (1998) had argued that when contextual bias was strong enough, the 
right hemisphere would be involved in meaning selection (compared with Metzler, 
2001). In any case, with the establishment of a detail model for ambiguity resolution 
based on the present findings, further research could be conducted in a more 
organized way, with the explicit awareness of influential factors like meaning 
frequency, context position and contextual strength. This may help resolve previous 
controversies based on unmatched manipulations. 
Interactivity in speech processing 
Finally, implications on general Chinese speech processing will be discussed. 
In Experiment 1，we presented empirical evidence and logical arguments against 
Packard's (1999) view of word-based (rather than morpheme-based) speech 
processing. Putting aside the empirical part, a major logical argument was that 
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Packard did not provide a clear illustration of why an online system for integrating 
morphemes would be costly. On the other hand, Experiment 2 seemed to contradict 
with our original argument as the delay of morpheme effect might be attributed to the 
working memory load for holding prior context for integration. However, it should be 
noted that we did observe a genuine morpheme effect (as a difference in the time 
required for the target to reach peak activation) and integration was in any case not 
unique to morpheme processing. It was the demand for integration rather than 
morpheme processing per se that was costly; it would not be any better if we adopt a 
word-based system because integration was a "must" in making sense of others' 
linguistic expression. In other words, our system could not attain high efficiency 
(within the limitation of integration cost) in speech comprehension through expanding 
the size of linguistic representation onto which acoustic information was mapped. 
Rather, Experiment 2 suggested that efficiency was maintained by employing an 
interactive processing mechanism that was sensitive to all information available, 
including prior context (and perhaps also the concurrent visual context), in the 
construction of a coherent semantic structure. Therefore, although the pure 
morpheme effect after target onset was delayed, the relevant conceptual nodes were 
activated quite early when the context was processed, compensating for the cost of 
integration. 
The idea of attaining high comprehension efficiency through postulating an 
interactive process instead of a complicated representation is consistent with the 
current trend of reading and speech processing research. For example, as mentioned 
before, the sensitivity to prior sentential context was consistent with Altmann and 
Kamide (1999) and Kamide et al. (2003). More excitingly, Van Berkum, Brown, 
Zwisterlood, Kooijman and Hagoort (2005) had extended simple sentential constraints 
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to discourse level context using the ERP technique. The Dutch participants in their 
study heard short Dutch stories, which might contain a gender-marked adjective that 
was syntactically inconsistent with the critical noun. Van Berkum et al. found that 
participants elicited a small positive ERP component very early (about 50— 100 ms) 
once they heard the adjective, although at that point no acoustic information had 
specified what the critical noun was. In other words, participants had activated the 
noun well before its acoustic onset. The only source of such "pre-activation" could 
only be the wider discourse context that the participants had perceived. Therefore, 
people are actively engaged in the comprehension process, adding self-generated 
information to what is available, rather than simply sitting back and waiting for the 
bottom-up information to do all the jobs. Exactly the same pattern of pre-activation 
was observed clearly and unambiguously (as activation was directly monitored during 
the context) in Experiment 2 of the present study. 
Still more amazing evidence for the extremely interactive comprehension 
processes could be found in Hagoort (2003), who discovered a moderation of 
semantic violation effect (measured as size of N400) by syntactic violation; a larger 
N400 was obtained when there were both semantic and syntactic errors. Another 
intriguing influence came from the effect of world knowledge (Hagoort et al, 2004). 
When the linguistic expression was mentioning something not fitting the real world 
(e.g., Oranges are purple), an N400 would be elicited, just as when a semantic 
violation was encountered (e.g., Oranges are smart). In other words, world 
knowledge is integrated to the comprehension system in ways identical to linguistic 
units. 
Interestingly, the world has more ways to affect comprehension than just the 
knowledge developed through recurrent exposure to the same event; any information 
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available in the world in an isolated instance (e.g. during a trial of the experiment) 
may also influence the online integration of linguistic information. For instance, 
Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Chambers and Carlson (1999) showed that when participants 
were asked to pick up, say, a "tall glass", responses were faster when a contrastive 
object (a "shorter glass") was present simultaneously in the display, even when the 
object was not rated as a typical "tall glass" in an offline pilot testing. This result was 
interpreted as illustrating our system's ability to recruit information in the visual 
context at the earliest possible moment to facilitate the construction of a contrastive 
semantic representation, which in turn leaded to a faster activation of the 
corresponding target. 
The exact mechanism supporting such interactivity among linguistic units, 
general knowledge and information in the concurrent context is an interesting topic 
under intense work (e.g., Hagoort et al., 2004; Sedivy et al., 1999). While we 
succeeded in answering some important empirical questions of meaning access in 
Chinese speech with the powerful visual world paradigm, additional questions have 
been raised. It is hoped that with deeper understanding on the issues, we will finally 
be able to construct a general model of speech processing, which illustrates how 
sophisticated our language system is and illuminates on the nature of human 
intelligence. 
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Appendix A 
Materials used in Experiment 1 (bolded items were the targets) 
y ^ 
Ambiguous set 
Dominant target Subordinate target Unrelated distracter 
1 海灘（beach) hoi2taanl 海報（poster) hoi2bou3 旗幟（flag) kei4ci3 
2 教師 ( teacher ) gaau3sil 教堂（church) gaau3tong4 光碟(compact disc) gwongld ip6 
3 光碟（compact disc) gwongldip6 光頭（bareheaded) gwongl tau4 神經（nerve fibers) san4gingl 
4 號碼（number) hou6maa5 號角（bugle) hou6gok3 月亮（moon) jyut61oeng6 
5 旗幟 ( f l a g ) kci4ci3 旗袍（Chinese dress) kei4pou4 排骨（ribs) paai4gwatl 
6 波鞋 ( spo r t shoes) bo lhaai4 波浪（wave) bo l long6 月台（platform) jyut6toi4 
7 麻繩 ( h e m p cord) maa4sing4 麻雀(sparrow) maa4zoek3 和月艮(Japanese dress) wo4fuk6 
8 水喉（faucet) seoi2hau4 水晶（crystal) seoi2zingl 花生（peanuts) f aa l saang l 
9 排球（volleyball) paai4kau4 排骨（ribs) paai4gwatl 波浪（wave) bo l long6 
10 皮鞋 (shoes) pei4haai4 皮蛋（preserved egg) pci4daan2 麻雀(sparrow) maa4zoek3 
11 小號( trumpet) siu2hou6 小丑(clown) siu2cau2 神仙（fairy) san4sinl 
12 番桃(birthday peach) sau6tou4 番司（Sushi) sau6sil 教堂（church) gaau3tong4 
13 月亮（moon) jyut61oeng6 月台（platform) jyut6toi4 海報(poster) hoi2bou3 
14 和服(Japanese dress) wo4fuk6 和尙（monk) wo4soeng6 號角（bugle) hou6gok3 
15 神仙 ( fa i ry) san4sinl 神經（nerve fibers) san4gingl 排球（volleyball) paai4kau4 
16 花球（wedding bouquet) f a a lkau4 花生（peanuts) f aa l saang l 波鞋(sport shoes) bo lhaa i4 
Unambiguous set 
Dominant control Subordinate control Unrelated distracter 
17 鈕扣（button) nau2kau3 相機（camera) seongSgeil 鋼琴（piano) gong3kam4 
18 電話（telephone) din6waa6 芝士（cheese) z i l s i6 相機（camera) seong3geil 
19 麵包 (b read) min6baaul 炮仗(firecracker) paau3zoeng3 電話(telephone) din6waa6 
20 錢包（purse) c in4baaul 豎琴（harp) syu6kam4 麵包（bread) min6baaul 
21 閃電（thunder) sim2din6 企鶴(penguin) kei5ngo4 白兔（rabbit) baak6tou3 
22 糖果 ( candy) tong4gwo2 彩虹(rainbow) coi2hung4 錢包(purse) cin4baaul 
23 風箏（kite) f u n g l z a a n g l 背襄（knapsack) bui3nong4 毛蟲（caterpillar) mou4cung4 
24 掃帝（broom) sou3zaau2 天粋(scale) t in lp ing4 老虎（tiger) lou5fu2 
25 鋼琴（piano) gong3kam4 剪刀（scissors) z in2doul 閃電（thunder) sim2din6 
26 香蕉（banana) hoeng lz iu l 白兔（rabbit) baak6tou3 掃帚（broom) sou3zaau2 
27 潘布（waterfall) buk6bou3 毛蟲（caterpillar) mou4cung4 天评(scale) t inlping4 
28 箭猪（porcupine) zin3zyul 枕頭（pillow) zani2tau4 背襄（knapsack) bui3nong4 
29 蕃前 ( tomato) f a a n l k e 4 雞脾（chicken leg) ga i lpc i4 喇卩八(hooter) laa3baal 
30 皇冠（crown) wong4gunl 雪人（snowman) syut3jan4 潘布（waterfall) buk6bou3 
31 老虎（tiger) lou5fu2 嗽S^X (hooter) Iaa3baal 剪刀（scissors) zin2doul 
32 車胎（tyre) che l to i l 龍蝦（lobster) lung4haal 彩虹（rainbow) coi2hung4 
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List 2 
Ambiguous set 
Dominant target Subordinate target Unrelated distracter 
1 海灘(beach) hoi2taanl 海報（POSter) hoi2bou3 教師（teacher) gaau3sil 
2 教師（teacher) gaau3sil 教堂(church) gaau3tong4 皮鞋(shoes) pei4haai4 
3 光碟(compact disc) gwongld ip6 光頭（bareheaded) g>vongltau4 旗袍(Chinese dress) kei4pou4 
4號碼（number) hou6maa5 號角（bugle) hou6gok3 花球（wedding bouquet) f aa lkau4 
5 旗喊(flag) kei4ci3 旗袍（Chinese dress) kei4pou4 小號（trumpet) siu2hou6 
6 波鞋(sport shoes) bo lhaa i4 波浪(wave) bo l long6 7_|<喉(faucet) seoi2hau4 
7 麻繩(hemp cord) maa4sing4 麻雀(sparrow) niaa4zock3 號碼(number) hou6maa5 
87_)^喉(faucet) seoi2hau4 水晶（crystal) scoi2zingl 小丑（clown) siu2cau2 
9排球（volleyball) paai4kau4 排骨（ribs) paai4gwatl 海灘（beach) hoi2taanl 
10 皮鞋（shoes) pci4haai4 皮蛋（preserved egg) pei4daan2 番司（Sushi) sau6sil 
11 小號（trumpet) siu2hou6 小丑(down) siu2cau2 番桃(birthday peach) sau6tou4 
12 壽桃(birthday peach) sau6tou4 番司（Sushi) sau6sil 和尙（monk) wo4soeng6 
13 月亮（moon) jyut6locng6 月台（platform) jyut6toi4 皮蛋（preserved egg) pei4daan2 
14 和服（Japanese dress) wo4fuk6 和尙（monk) wo4soeng6 光頭(bareheaded) gwongl tau4 
15 神仙(fairy) san4sinl 神經（nerve fibers) san4gingl 水晶（crystal) seoi2zingl 
16 花球（wedding bouquet) faa lkau4 花生（Peanuts) faa l saang l 麻繩(hemp cord) maa4sing4 
Unambiguous set 
Dominant control Subordinate control Unrelated distracter 
17 鈕扣(button) nau2kau3 相機（camera) scong3geil 雞脾(chicken leg) ga i lpe i4 
18 電話（telephone) din6waa6 芝士（cheese) z i l s i6 枕頭（piUow) zam2tau4 
19 麵包（bread) min6baaul 炮仗（firecracker) paau3zocng3 龍蝦（lobster) lung4haal 
20 錢包（purse) c in4baaul 暨琴（harp) syu6kam4 箭豬（porcupine) zin3zyul 
21 閃電（thunder) sim2din6 企路（penguin) kei5ngo4 炮仗(firecracker) paau3zoeng3 
22 糖果（candy) tong4gwo2 彩虹（rainbow) coi2hung4 鈕扣（button) nau2kau3 
23風箏（kite) fung izaang l 背嚢（knapsack) bui3nong4 蕃節(tomato) f aan lke4 
24掃帚（broom) sou3zaau2 天种(scale) tinlp丨ng4 企鵝（penguin) kei5ngo4 
25鋼琴（piano) gong3kam4 剪刀（scissors) zin2doul 芝士（cheese) z i l s i6 
26 香蕉（banana) hoeng lz iu l 白兔（rabbit) baak6tou3 糖果（candy) tong4gwo2 
27 潘布（waterfall) buk6bou3 毛蟲（caterpillar) mou4cung4 暨琴（harp) syu6kam4 
28 箭猪（porcupine) z in3zyul 枕頭(piUow) zam2tau4 車胎（tyre) che l to i l 
29蕃節( tomato) faan lkc4 雞脾（chicken leg) gai lpei4 香蕉（banana) hoenglz iu l 
30 皇冠（crown) wong4gunl 雪人（snowman) syut3jan4 風箏(kite) fungi zaangl 
31 老虎（tiger) iou5fu2 喇 ( h o o t e r ) laaSbaal 雪人（snowman) syut3jan4 
32車胎( tyre) che l to i l 育I暇（lobster) lung4haal 皇冠（crown) wong4gunl 
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Appendix B 
Materials used in Experiment 2 (bolded words were targets to be detected) 





























2 8那台巴士的車胎真大� 42弟弟要去郊遊，媽媽爲他準備了水壷和雪梨 
Note: Item pair 6 was deleted further analysis (see text for reason). 
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